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A Resource Book on Teaching of English produced by Vijay Kumar and his team of associates 

is a highly commendable achievement. The manual, a compilation of self access materials for 

Phonetics and Phonology, Linguistics, Methods, Grammar and Usage, consists of useful 

information for practicing teachers. The manual has emerged from the collective efforts of the 

team involved in producing it. It could not have been possible without the perseverance and 

dedication of Vijay Kumar who has set a benchmark for other trainees in terms of commitment 

to the teaching profession. 

 

 

Best Wishes, 

 

(BINDU BAJWA) 
Course Director 
Regional Institute of English 
Chandigarh 
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Foreword 

 
The book in your hands, is a collection of teaching material prepared and effectively 

delivered by the resource persons during the three month 87 PGCTE course aimed at CLT 

(Communicative Language Teaching). The effort here is made to present a leeway for all of us 

desirous to put up the best ever efforts in innovating and following the methods of qualitative 

teaching of English. Unless language is spoken under specific environment, the learning of the 

language can’t take place effectively. Our schools in interior rural area are far off from 

providing an environment conducive to the learning of English language enabling the pupils to 

communicate freely. 

The first part deals with spoken English under the title Phonetics. Here sound (vowel 

and consonant symbols), syllables and IPA (International Phonetic Association) are dealt with. 

They form the essential of spoken English. The most important aspects of phonetics have been 

presented so as to be able to work in class-rooms in a much more effective and productive 

form. 

Likewise is the Grammar section. It deals with essential topics on which teacher of 

English must have a command. A teacher is capable to tell the students why one usage is 

grammatically correct or incorrect – also that while grammatically a usage is incorrect why it is 

acceptable in spoken form. 

These are issues which linguistics have the answer. Hence, some knowledge of 

Linguistic must be acquired by the teacher of language. Minimum that much knowledge of 

linguistics is necessary as to note the changes of language that occur with the passage of time 

and in a period of time. 

The topics are to help and guide you. You can be a part of change that is accepted now. 

The book only opens a door to the field of excellence and professionalism where you have to 

go ahead as much as you need, wish, intend to and spend for. Take it a must. No escape. Get 

ready and march onward to the professional heights – if you can. 

We are highly thankful to Dr. Sharda Kaushik, Hon’ble Director, Regional Institute 

of English, Chandigarh, along with the other faculty members of the institute who helped us a 

lot in our venture and it is under her able guidance that we have been able to prepare the book. 

A special credit goes to Mr. Vijay Gupta who left no stone unturned in shaping up this book. 

Views and opinions on the subject and preparation of the book are highly welcomed 

from the readers. 

Sunil Sharda 
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Phonetic symbols for English 

This is the standard set of phonemic symbols for English (RP and similar accents). 

Consonants 

p pen, copy, happen 

b back, baby, job 

t tea, tight, button 

d day, ladder, odd 

k key, clock, school 

g get, giggle, ghost 

tʃ church, match, nature 

dʒ judge, age, soldier 

f fat, coffee, rough, photo 

v view, heavy, move 

θ thing, author, path 

ð this, other, smooth 

s soon, cease, sister 

z zero, music, roses, buzz 

ʃ ship, sure, national 

ʒ pleasure, vision 

h hot, whole, ahead 

m more, hammer, sum 

n nice, know, funny, sun 

ŋ ring, anger, thanks, sung 

l light, valley, feel 

r right, wrong, sorry, arrange 

j yet, use, beauty, few 

w wet, one, when, queen 

ʔ (glottal stop) 
department, football 

 

Vowels 

ɪ kit, bid, hymn, minute 

e dress, bed, head, many 

æ trap, bad 

ɒ lot, odd, wash 

ʌ strut, mud, love, blood 

ʊ foot, good, put 

iː fleece, sea, machine 

eɪ face, day, break 

aɪ price, high, try 

ɔɪ choice, boy 

uː goose, two, blue, group 

əʊ goat, show, no 

aʊ mouth, now 

ɪə near, here, weary 

eə square. fair, various 

ɑː start, father 

ɔː thought, law, north, war 

ʊə poor, jury, cure 

ɜː nurse, stir, learn, refer 

ə about, common, standard 

i happy, radiate. glorious 

u thank you, influence, situation 

n ̩ suddenly, cotton 

l̩ middle, metal 

ˈ (stress mark) 
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Vowels: 

a speech sound in which the mouth is open and the tongue is not touching the top of the mouth, 

the teeth, etc., for example /ɑ:, e, ɔ: /. 

Kind of vowels: 
 
(a) Monopthongs or pure vowels: 

 
/  /   ago, enemy,  

/  /  cut, but 

/ /  bird, girl 

/ɑ: /  car, park 

/ I /   sit, hid 

/ i: /  seat, heal 

/ ℧ /  put, book 

/ ℧: /  shoot, blew 

/ɔ /   pot, hot 

/ɔ: /  flour, saw 

/ e /  set 

/    /   cat, apple 

 

(b) Dipthongs: 

 

/ ℧  /   poor, pour 

/  /   there, hair 

/ iə /  near, here 

/ ei /  bay, say 

/ ɔi /  boy, toy, choice 

/ ə℧ /  low, go 

/ a℧/  now, how 

/ ai /  buy, my 

 

 

 

 

Unrounded Vowel Short Vowels Front Vowels 

/ i: / / I / / i: / 

/ I / / e / / I / 

/ e / / / / e / 

/ / / / / / 

/ / / ɔ / Central Vowels 

/ɑ: / / ℧ / / / 

/ / / / / / 

/ / Long Vowels / / 

Rounded Vowel / i: / Back Vowels 

/ ℧: / /ɑ: / / ℧: / 

/ ℧ / /ɔ: / / ℧ / 

/ɔ: / / ℧: / /ɔ: / 

/ɔ / / / /ɔ /, /ɑ: / 

Close Vowels Mid Vowels Open Vewels 

/ i: / / e / / / 

/ I / / / /ɔ / 

/ ℧: / / / /ɑ: / 

/ ℧ / /ɔ: / / / 
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Detailed Study of Monophthongs 

 

Front vowels 

( /i:/, /I/, /e/, /æ/ ) 

/ i: / 

long – front close - unrounded 

Spellings Words 

ay Quay 

e Be, there, even 

ea Beat, each, sea 

ee Seed, free, knee 

eo People 

i Machine, police 

ie Relief, piece 

 

Quay (a platform in a harbour where boats come in to load) 

It does not occur before the consonant / ŋ / as king. 

 

/ i / 

short – central front – half close – unrounded 

Spellings Words 

a village, private 

ai bargain 

e evoke, pretty, heated, ticket 

ee Coffee 

ei Foreign 

ey Monkey, money 

i It, hill, lift 

ia Carriage, marriage 

ie Cities, ladies, dailies 

o Women 

u Busy, minute 

ui Build, guilt 

y Rhythm, symbol, city 
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/ e / 

short – front- unrounded 

Spellings Words 

a Any, many, Thames 

ai Said, again 

ay Says 

e End, let, get 

ea Dead, health, jealous 

ei Leisure 

eo Leopard, Leonard 

ie Friend 

u Bury 

ue Guess, guest 

 

Occurs initially and medially only. 

 

 

/ æ / 

short – front – unrounded 

Spellings Words 

a Add, sat, hand, match 

ai Plaid, plait 

Occurs only initially and medially. 

 

Back Vowels 

( /ɑ: /, / ɔ/, / ɔ:/, / ℧/, /℧:/ ) 

/ ɑ: / (long – unrounded) 

Spellings Words 

a Ask, dance, bark 

ah Ah 

al Balm, psalm, half 

ar Park, party, march, car 

au Aunt, laugh 

ear Heart, hearth 

er Clerk, derby, sergeant 
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/ ɔ/ (short – rounded) 
Spellings Words 

a (after / w /) Was, what, want 

au Because, Austria 

o Pot, got, dog, lorry, gone 

ou Cough, tough 

ow Knowledge 

 

Occurs in initial and medial 

/ ɔ: / (long – rounded) 

Spellings Words 

a All, call, talk, salt, water 

ar War, towards, warm 

au Cause, daughter, fault 

aw Law, saw, awkward, lawn 

oa Broad 

oar Board 

oor Door, floor 

or Nor, store, 

ou Ought, bought, fought 

our Four, court, pour 

 

/ ℧/ (Short – rounded) 

Spellings Words 

o Wolf, woman, bosom 

oo Foot, book, look 

ou Could, should, courier 

u Put, bull, push, butcher 

 
Occurs in the word-medial position only (except in the case of the weak forms of ‘to’ and 

‘you’ where it can occur word finally. It does not occur before final /ŋ/ 
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/ ℧:/ (long – close – rounded) 

Spellings Words 

eau ( /ju:/ ) Beauty, beautiful 

eu (‘’) Eulogy, eunuch, euphony 

ew Crew, blew, chew 

o Do, to, who, tomb, prove 

oe Shoe, canoe 

oo Moon, food, soon, troop 

ou Group, through, route, you 

u Flute, rude, June 

ui Juice, fruit 

ue Blue, true 

wo Two 

 
a speech or piece of writing praising sb/sth very much: a eulogy to marriage 
a person without power or influence: a political eunuch 
a light narrow boat which you move along in the water with a paddle 
 

 
Central Vowels 

/ʌ/ / ɜ: / /ə / 
 

/ʌ/ (Short – unrounded) 
 

Spellings Words 

o Son, monkey, tongue 

oe Does 

oo Blood, flood 

ou Trouble, double, young 

u Sum, cut, but, ugly 

 
Occurs in the initial and medial position only. 
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/ ɜ: /  (long – unrounded) 
 

Spellings Words 

ear Earth, early, learn, heard 

er Serve, term, perfect, concern 

err err 

ir Bird, girl, first, shirt 

or (preceded by w) Word, work, world 

ur Burn, turn, hurt, murder 

our Journey, adjourn 

urr Purr 

yr Myrtle 

 
Note: / ɜ:/ in colonel /kɜ:nl/ 
Myrtle : a bush with shiny leaves, pink or white flowers and bluish-black 

 
 

/ ə / (short – unrounded) 
 

Spellings Words 

a Ago, allow, woman, animal 

ar Particular, 

e Government, gentleman 

er Otherwise, better, mother 

i Possible, terrible 

ia Musician, magician, partial 

o Consume, obtain, prolong 

or Comfort, effort, doctor, actor 

ou Jealous, famous 

ough Through 

our Labour, neighbour, colour 

re Metre, centre 

u Succeed, suspect 

ur Surprise, surmise (v), surpass 

ure Treasure, measure, feature 
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Detailed Study of Diphthongs 

 
Closing diphthongs gliding to [i]: 

/ei/, /aɪ/, /ɔɪ/ 
/ei/ 

 
Spellings Words 

a Ace, race, take 

ai Aim, brain, slain, straight 

ay Day, may, pray, say, stay 

ea Break, great 

ei Veil, eight, weigh, neighbour 

ey They, grey 

 
 

/aɪ/ 
 

Spellings Words 

ai Aisle 

ei Either, height, neither 

ey Eye 

i Lime, sight, silence, tidy, nice 

ie Die, lie, cried 

uy Buy, guy 

y Try, my, shy, fry, type 

ye Bye, dye 

 

/ɔɪ/ 

Spellings Words 

oi Oil, boil, toil, voice, noise, join 

oy Toy, boy, annoy, employ 
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Closing diphthongs gliding to [℧]: 
/a℧/, /ə℧/ 

/a℧/ 

Spellings Words 

ou Out, round, doubt, sound, mouth 

ow How, cow, town, allow, now 

 

/ə℧/ 

Spellings Words 

o Old, open, bold, home, go, no 

oa Oak, oaf, boat, road, goal, boast 

oe Toe, doe, foe, hoe 

ou Though, mould, soul, smoulder 

ow Own, bowl, blow, slow 

 

 

Centering diphthongs gliding to [ə]: 

/Iə /, / eə /, / ℧ə/  

/Iə / 

Spellings Words 

e Zero, serious, period 

ea Idea, theatre, real 

ear Dear, clear, fear 

eer Deer, cheer, beer, sheer 

eir Weird, 

ere Here, mere, severe 

eo Theory, theorem, theological 

eu Museum,  

ia India, ian 

ier Fierce, bier, tastier 

io Period 

iou Serious, impious,  
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/ eə / 
Spellings Words 

a Various, hilarious, aquarium, mary 

air Chair, fair, despair 

ar Scarce 

are Care, share, stare, beware 

ear Bear, pear, wear, tear 

eir Their, heir 

ere There, where, ere, compere 

 

/ ℧ə/ 
Spellings Words 

oor Poor, moor 

our Tour, gourd, gourmet 

u Jury, rural, mural, luxurious 

ua Manual, truant, casual 

ue Fluent, influence, fuel 

uou Tortuous 

ure Sure, pure, cure 

Classification of Sounds: 
 

Voiceless Sounds Voiced Sounds 

/p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ / g / 

/s/ / ʃ / / ʧ / /z/ / ʒ / / ʤ / 

/f/ / θ / /h/ /v/ / ð / /w/ 

Sibilant Sounds /j/ /l/ /r/ 

/s/ / ʃ / / ʧ / /m/ /n/ / ŋ / 

/z/ / ʒ / / ʤ / And all vowels are voiced 
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Classification of English Consonants 
According to Manner: 
 

Plosives /p/ /b/ /t/ /d/ /k/ / g /    

Affricates / ʧ / / ʤ /        

Nasals /m/ /n/ / ŋ /       

Lateral /l/         

Fricatives /f/ /v/ / θ / / ð / /s/ /z/ / ʃ / / ʒ / /h/ 

Frictionless 
continuant 

/r/         

Semi-
vowels /w/ /j/        

 

According to Place: 
 

Bilabial /p/ /b/ /m/ /w/   

Labio-
dental /f/ /v/     

Dental / θ / / ð /     

Alveolar /t/ /d/ /n/ /l/ /s/ /z/ 

Post-
alveolar /r/      

Plato-
alveolar / ʧ / / ʤ / / ʃ / / ʒ /   

Palatal /j/      

Velar /k/ / g / / ŋ /    

Glottal /h/      
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Detailed Description of Consonants: 

/p/ 

Vioceless – bilabial – plosive 

Silent in – cupboard, pneumonia, psalm, receipt. 

Note : shephard (‘ʃepəd) 

 

/b/ 

Voiced – bilabial – plosive  

Silent in – when preceded by ‘m’ or followed by ‘t’ in the word-final position as in: 

Climb, thumb, tomb, bomb, plumber, debt, doubt, sublte 

 

/t/ 

Voiceless – alveolar – plosive  

Th = t in: Thomas, Thames 

Silent in – castle, christmas, hustle, bustle 

Past and past participle marker –ed, when suffixed to verbs ending in voiceless consonants 
other than ‘t’ as: 

Heaped /hi:pt/, booked /bukt/, passed, hatched etc. 

 

/d/ 

Voiced – alveolar – plosive  

Silent in – handkerchief, handsome. 

1. Pronounced ‘t’ after voiceless consonants other than /t/ : 

Laughed, reached /ri:ʧt/, rushed etc. 
 

2. Pronounced /d/ after voiced sounds other than /d/ : 
Clubbed, tagged, lived, praised, prayed, tried, sued, bowed, hinged /hinʤd/ 
 

3. Pronouned /id/ after /t/ and /d/ : 
Hated, batted, headed, raided 
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/ k / 
Voiceless – velar – plosive 
Silent in – know, knit, knee, knot , knife, knack, knave, knock, knob etc. 
 

Spellings Words 

k Keen, kite, speaker, peak 

c Cut, act, metric 

cc Followed by a, o, u 

According, occasion, occur 

ck Pack, check 

qu Queen, quay 

ch Chemist, stomach, alchemy 

 

/ g / 
Voiced – velar – plosive 
Silent in the same syllable when followed by ‘m’ or ‘n’ as in: 
Phlegn, diaphragm, gnat, gnaw, feign, sign, reign etc. 
Not silent in two different syllables as in: 
Phlegmatic, signature, ignore, ignite etc. 
 
 

/ʧ / 
Voiceless – Plato alveolar – affricate 
 

Spellings Words 

ch Chair, achieve, march 

tch Match, watch, catch 

t + ion Question, suggestion 

 

/ʤ / 
Voiced – Plato alveolar – affricate 
 

Spellings Words 

j Jump, injure, rejoice 

g Germ, engine, village, George 

dg Budget, ledger, bridge, porridge 

gg Suggest 

de Grandeur 

di Soldier 

dj Adjoin, adjacent 
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/ m / 

Voiced – bilabial – nasal 
 

Spellings Words 

mb Climb, plumber, comb, thumb 

mn Autumn, damn 

 
/ n / 

Voiced – alveolar – nasal 
 

Spellings Words 

gn Gnat, sign, gnaw, reign 

kn Know, knife, knot, knit 

pn pneumonia 

Note: sig-nature, sig-nal. 

 

/ ŋ / 
Voiced – velar – nasal 
It does not occur in the word – initial position. 
 

/ l / 
Voiced – alveolar – lateral 
Silent in – chalk, would, half, balm, salmon (a large fish), folk etc. 
 
 

/ f / 
Voiceless – labio dental – fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

f Fit, after, leaf 

ff Offer, gruff, off 

gh Laugh, enough 

ph Photo, trophy, graph 

 
/ v / 

Voiced – labio dental – fricative  

Pronounced /v/ in of / əv /, nephew /nevju:/ 
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/ θ / 
Voiceless – dental – fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

th Thin, bath, atheist, thumb 

 

/ ð / 
Voiced – dental – fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

th That, lather, booth, this 

Inflections: 
 

/ θ / / ð / 

Mouth Mouths 

Path Paths 

Cloth Clothes 

Truth Truths 

Derivations: 
 

/ θ / / ð / 

North Northern 

Cloth Clothe 

Bath Bathe 

Breath Breathe 

Mouth Mouth 

 

/ s / 
Voiceless – alveolar, fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

s Sea, fast, books 

Ss Essay, loss, assess 

sc Science, scene, ascend 

c Cement, fancy, face 

x /ks/ Extra, axe, lax 
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/ z / 
Voiced – alveolar, fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

s Cousin, please, bags 

ss Scissors, possess 

z Zeal, crazy, amaze 

zz Dazzle, buzz, drizzling 

x /gz/ Exact, examine 

1. Pronounced /iz/ after sibilant sounds: 
 

Horses Garages Massages 

Roses Benches Fetches 

Bushes Hedges Budges 

 

2. Pronounced /z/ after a voiced sound other than /z/, /ʒ /, /ʤ /: 
 

Boys Girls Goes 

Bags Stands Shines 

Leaves Loves Buds 

Wears Airlines Teachers 

 

3. Pronounced /s/ after a voiceless consonants other than /s/, / ʃ /, / ʧ /: 
 

Books Walks Fits 

Taps Laughs Moths 

Cats Sniffs Cloths 

Stops Cooks Shirts 
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/ ʃ / 
Voiceless – plato alveolar, fricative 
 

Spellings Words 

sh Shell, marshal, harsh 

Ch Chute, machine, moustache 

sch Schedule 

s > u Sure 

ss > u Assure 

ti Ration, initial, essintial 

si Mansion, Asia 

ssi Mission, submission 

sci Conscious 

ci Special, official, electrician 

ce Ocean 

x /ksh/ Luxury 

/ ʒ / 
Voiced – plato alveolar, fricative. It does not occur initially. 
 

Spellings Words 

si Decision, vision, revision 

s > u Measure, treasure, leisure, 

usual 

z > u Azure, seizure 

ge (in French loan words) Garage, espionage, sabotage, 

rouge 

/ h / 
Voiceless – glottal – fricative 
Silent in – hour, honest, heir, ghost, aghast etc. 
 

Spellings Words 

h He, hat, head, heard 

wh Who, whole, whom 

Occurs in syllable – initial positionaly. It does not occur finally. 
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/ r / 
Voiced – post alveolar, fricationless continuant 
 

Spellings Words 

r Race, drive 

rr Worry, sorry, carry 

rh Rhyme, rhythm 

wr Write, wreath, wrap 

Pronunciation: pronounced only when it occurs immediately before vowels ; elsewhere it is 
silent. It does not occur finally 

A car arrived. Come here at once. My father entered the room. 

I have a car. She is a beautiful girl. Come here now. 

/ w / 
Voiced – labio velar, semi vowel 
Silent in – saw, draw, awful, awkward. 
 

Spellings Words 

w West, awake, sweet 

wh Which, where, when 

u (after g) Language, linguist 

u (after q) Queen, quality, request 

Also note: one /wʌn/, choir /’kwaiə/, suite /swi:t/, It does not occur finally 

/ j / 
Voiced – platal, semi vowel, Silent in – saw, draw, awful, awkward. It does not occur finally. 
 

Spellings Words 

y Yet, yes, beyond 

i Onion, bullion, spaniel 

eau Beauty 

eu Feud 

ew Ewe, new, sewer 

iew View 

u Unit, refuse, huge 

ue Due, value, argue 

ui suit 
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Phonetics is the study of speech sounds. 

Areas of phonetics 
Articulatory phonetics  

The study of how speech sounds are produced by the brain and mouth.  
Acoustic phonetics  

The study of the physics of speech sounds.  
Auditory phonetics  

The study of how sounds are perceived by the ear and brain. 

Why do we need the IPA? 

We need a system for recording speech sounds accurately. Why not just use English 
spelling? 

English spelling 

English spelling is very inconsistent:  

 Same sound [i], different letters: 
see, sea, scene, receive, thief, amoeba, machine  

 Same letters, different sounds: 
sign [s], pleasure [ʒ], resign [z]  
charter [č], character [k]  

father [a], all [ɑ], about [ə], apple [æ], any [ε], age 
[e]  

 One sound, multiple letters: 
lock [k], that [ð], book [ʊ], boast [o], shop [ʃ], apple 
[p], special [ʃ]  

 One letter, multiple sounds 
exit [gz], use [ju]  

 Silent letters 
know, doubt, though, island, rhubarb, moose  

The International Phonetic Alphabet 

The International Phonetics Association designed an alphabet in which each letter 
indicates one unique sound. It is designed to be able to transcribe the speech sounds 
of any human language.  

---
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Classification of Verbs 

 
 
 
 
 

Lexical (Main) Verb               Auxiliary (Helping) Verb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Action Verb   Linking Verb (intensive verb) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transitive Verb   Intransitive Verb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mono Transitive  Di-Transitive  Complex Transitive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary Auxiliary          Modal Auxiliary 
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Lexical Verb or Main Verb: 
 A main verb is also known as a lexical verb. The main verb in a verb phrase is the word that 
expresses the activity, event and feeling etc. that is being described in the sentence. All main verbs are 
either action verb or linking verbs. 
 He plays football. 
 Sumeet is reading a novel. 
Action Verb:  

A verb may describe an action or activity, or an event or happening. The word ‘verb’ comes 
from Latin word – ‘verbum’ means word. An action verb may equally describe a mental process such 
as thinking, knowing or wanting: 
Remember, forget, fear, suspect, wonder, need. 
 An action verb may also describe something that happens to a person or thing: Get, receive and 
sustain etc. 
 To find out the action verb in a sentence, ask yourself which word describes what someone or 
something is doing or thinking or what is happening. There are two kinds of action verb: 
i) Transitive Verb 
ii) Intransitive Veb 
Transitive Verb: 
 A lexical verb that has a direct object is a transitive verb. Some transitive verbs have both a 
direct object and an indirect object. Transitive comes from Latin word ‘transire’ meaning ‘to go across’. 
The action of the verb ‘goes across’ from the subject of the verb to the direct object of the verb: e.g. 

I like cows. 
It is further divided into three classes. 
Mono transitive verbs: 

Mono transitive verbs have only one object, a direct object. 
For example: I know the answer. 

Di transitive verbs: 
 Di transitive verbs have two objects, a direct object and an indirect object. 

I told him (indirect) the answer. (direct) 
Complex Transitive Verbs: 
 Complex transitive verbs have a direct object and a complement (a word or phrase that says 
something about the direct object.) 

They have painted their house purple. (complement) 
I will prove you wrong. 

Intransitive Verb: 
 A lexical verb that has neither a complement  nor a direct object is an intransitive verb. All 
intransitive berbs are action verbs. e.g. : 

My brother never smokes in the house. 
Some verb can be transitive, intransitive and linking verbs. 

She could smell the smoke. (Transitive Verb) 
The rose smells sweet. (Linking verb) 
Your feet smell. (intransitive) 
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Linking Verb: 
 Some verbs don’t describe actions, thoughts, events etc. but are used in description of what 
someone or something is or what they are like. Such verbs are known as linking verb. It is also known 
as an intensive verb or a copula, a Latin word, meaning ‘link’ between subject and complement. The 
main linking verbs in English are: 
Appear, be, become, feel, get, grow, keep, look, make, prove, remain, seem, smell, sound, stay, taste 
and turn etc. e. g. 

The soup smells good. 
The verbs appear, prove and seem are often followed by to be. 
 She was proved to be wise. 
Auxiliary Verb: 
 An auxiliary verb is a verb that is used along with a main verb to make different  tenses or to 
express ideas such as possibility, necessity and permission. There are two kinds of these verbs: 
Primary auxiliaries :- be, have and do. They can act both as lexical verbs and as auxiliary verb: 

I have a new car. 
I have bought a new car. 

Modal auxiliaries :- 
can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should and must. They are followed by bare infinitive 
whereas Lexical verbs are followed by to infinitives: 

I want to know what happened. 
I do like ice cream. 
We should work hard. 

Reflexive Verb: 
 When the object of a transitive verb is a reflexive pronoun such as himself, myself or ourselves, 
the verb is sometimes called a reflexive verb. It comes from Latin word ‘reflectere’ means ‘to bend 
back’. The action of the verb ‘bends back’ to the subject of the verb, that is to say, it is something that 
the subject of the verb does to himself or herself. 

He warmed himself at the fire. 
Have you ever asked yourself that question? 

Performative Verb: 
 These verbs describe actions that are actually performed by using the verb itself in a sentence 
(such as promise, swear, apologize, thank, confess. e.g. 
 I promise I will do there. 
 I swear to speak the truth. 
 I apologize for the delay. 
 We thank you for your recent letter. 
 I confess I had forgotten all about our arrangement to meet up with them. 
 

Strong Verb:  

Verbs that form their past tenses and past participles by changing the vowel of the stem or by 

adding –n are called strong verbs. 

Arise arose arisen,  
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Weak Verb: 
Verbs that form their past tenses and past participles by adding –ed, -d and –t are known as weak verb. 
Phrasal verb: 
A phrasal verb is an expression that consists of lexical verbs plus an adverb or a preposition or both an 
adverb and a preposition. 
 With adverb: 

away, back, by, down, off, on and out. For example: 
Sit down 
Go away 
Get back the papers. 

 With prepositions: 
At, by, for, into, of, on and with. For example: 

He broke into the house. 
What are you looking for? 

 With adverb and prepositions: 
Put up with, run out of, go in for, do away with. The adverbs (up, out, in, along, through, away) 
always precede the prepositon (such as with, of , for). 

I can’t put up with you. 
I have run out of money. 

If the direct object is a noun or noun phrase, it may stand either behind or in front of the adverb. 
e.g. Hand over the money. or Hand the money over. 

If the direct object is a pronoun, it must come between the verb and the adverb. e.g. 
Of course, we’ll come and see you off at the station. 

An indirect object always comes between the verb and the adverb. e.g. 
Give me back my pencil. 

If there are two objects, the indirect object precedes the direct object. e.g. 
Please give me it back. 

Verb Phrase: 
A verb phrase is a group of two or more words that have the same function as a single verb in a 
sentence. Be (is, am, are, was, were) + V1+ing, (Has, have, had) + V3 

I am reading a book. Mrs. Revathi has taught us well. 
A verb phrase can also be analysed in terms of finite and non-finite verbs. It consists of a finite 

verb plus one or more non-finite verbs. e.g. 
She is (finite verb) singing (non-finite verb). 
She has (finite verb) been (non-finite verb) singing (non-finite verb). 

Finite verb: 
Any verb that change, or that may change, in form to match its subject or to indicate present, 

past or future is a finite verb. It is said to agree with its subject. This is known as agreement or concord. 
e.g. 

 She teaches English. 
 We teach English. 
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In verb phrases, it is the auxiliary verb that is the finite verb. e.g. 
 He is going to school. 
 They are going to school. 

Although modal auxiliary verbs are finite verbs and change to indicate reference to the past, the present 
or the future, they don’t, unlike other finite verbs, change in form to agree with their subject. e.g. 
 He can go tomorrow. 

They can go tomorrow. 
They could not go last week. 

Verbs that express wishes or commands are also considered finite verb, even though, they don’t change 
in form to agree with their subject, and infect usually don’t have a subject expressed in the sentence at 
all. e.g. 
 Don’t touch him. 

Non-finite verb: 

They don’t change in form to agree with a subject, or to indicate past, present and future: 

  He is working hard. 

  I am working hard. 

  He was working hard. 

An infinitive need not always follow an auxiliary verbs, it may also follow a lexical verb. But note that 

while an auxiliary verb is followed by a bare infinitive (V1), a lexical verb is usually followed by a to + 

V1. But lexical verb ‘let’ always followed by bare infinitive (V1). 

 He will come with us. 

 He wants to come with us. 

 Let them come in. 

Adjective and nouns are sometimes followed by to + V1. e.g.: 

 I am very glad to see you. 

 It is time to take tea. 

Kinds of non-finite Verb: 

Infinitive: 

Infinitives are often used after other verbs. A modal verb is followed by a bare infinitive and a lexical 

verb is followed by to infinitive: 

 We can go. We want to go.  They like to sing. 

Gerund (Verbal Noun): 

Verbal nouns or gerunds have the same form as present participles, but behave as nouns rather than 

verbs. For example, a verbal noun can act as the subject or object in a sentence: 

 Playing football is good for you. 

 I hate telling lies. 

Participle: 

Present participles are used to form continuous tenses while past participle are used in the formation of 

perfect tenses and passive constructions: 

 I am coming.  I have gone.  He was caught. 
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Five Principal Parts of English Verbs 
1 2 3 4 5 

Base Verb 

The 3rd person 

singular of the 

Present Tense 

The Present 

Participle 

The Simple Past 

Tense 

The Past 

Participle 

Go Goes Going Went Gone 

 

Regular verb: 

These verbs have –ed in simple past and past Participle. 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Walk Walked Walked 

Open Opened Opened 

Cry Cried Cried 

 

Irregular Verb: 

These verbs don’t have –ed in simple past and past Participle. There are only two verbs that are 

irregular in present tense. They are : Be (is, am, are) and Have (has) 

There are mainly eight pattern of irregular verb formation. 

Group I 

(a) the past tense and past participle add –t to the stem. The stem changes in pronunciation from /i:/ to 

/e/, usually with some changes in spelling as well 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Feel Felt Felt 

Leave Left Left 

Other verbs: 

Creep, keep, mean, deal, sleep, sweep, weep 

(b) either –ought or –aught  

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Buy Bought Bought 

Teach Taught Taught 

Other verbs: 

buy, catch, bring, seek, think 

Group II  

The final ‘d’ of the base form changes to –t 

Send Sent Sent 

Build Built Built 

Bend Bent Bent 

Spend Spent Spent 
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Group III 

The past tense and the past participle add –d to the stem, with changes from the base form in 

pronunciation and usually also in spellings. 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Sell Sold Sold 

Hear Heard Heard 

Flee Fled Fled 

Tell Told Told 

 

Group IV 

The past tense and past participle end in –t or –d, and are identical to the base form. 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Cut Cut Cut 

Rid Rid Rid 

Other Verbs: 

Hurt, bet, cast, broadcast, forecast, cost, hit, let, put, quit, set, upset, shed, shut, slit, split, spread, thrust, 

wet. 

Group V 

These verbs change the vowel of the past tense and past participle from that of the base form. 

(a) Base form vowel sound /ai/ changes to /au/ in the past and past participle. 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Find Found Found 

Bind Bound Bound 

 

Other verbs: Wind, grind. 

(b) / i: / to / e / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Feed Fed Fed 

Bleed Bled Bled 

 

( c)  / i / to /  / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Sting Stung Stung 

Hang Hung Hung 

Other verbs: 

Cling, dig, fling, sling, slink, spin, stick, string, swing, win, wring, strike. 
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(d) Variety of changes from the base form to the past tense and past participle: 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Hold Held Held 

Light Lit Lit 

Shoot Shot Shot 

Other Verbs: 

Behold, uphold, withhold, sit, slide, spit, stand, understand, withstand. 

Group VI 

Different vowels in past tense /  / and past participle has /  / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Sing Sang Sung 

Ring Rang Rung 

Other Verbs: 

Sink, begin, drink, shrink, spring, stink (to have a strong, unpleasant smell), swim. 

Group VII 

Past participle ends in –n or –en. 

(a) the vowels of the base form is / i / pronounced as / ai / ; in past tense / ou /; in past 

participle / i /; the middle consonant sometimes doubles in the past participle. 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Drive Drove Driven 

Write Wrote Written 

Other Verbs: 

Arise, ride, rise, stride (to walk with long steps in a particular direction), smite (to hit sb/sth hard) 

(b) past tense / u: / and past participle / ou / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Blow Blew Blown 

Fly Flew Flown 

Other Verbs: 

Grow, know, throw, draw, withdraw. 

(c) base form / e /; past tense / u /  and in past participle / ei / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Shake Shook shaken 

Take Took Taken 

Other Verbs: 

Mistake, overtake, undertake, forsake 
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(d) past tense and past participle vowel / ou / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Break Broke Broken 

Freeze Froze Frozen 

Other verbs: 

Awake, choose, speak, steal, wake, weave 

(e) base form –ear,  past tense –ore,   past participle –orn 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Swear Swore Sworn 

Tear Tore Torn 

Other verbs: 

Bear, forbear, wear 

(f) base form / ai / past tense / I /   past participle / I / 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Bite Bit Bitten 

Hide Hid Hidden 

 

Group VIII 

The rest of the irregular verbs do not fit easily into any pattern. 

 

Base verb Past Simple Past Participle 

Be (is, am, are) Was (were) Been 

Beat Beat Beaten 

Bid Bade Bidden 

Come Came Come 

Dive Dove Dived 

Do Did Done 

Eat Ate Eaten 

Fall Fell Fallen 

Forget Forgot Forgotten 

Lie Lay Lain 

Shoe Shod Shod 

Slay Slew Slain 

Tread  Trod trodden 
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THE GARDEN OF PHRASES     (BY: MS. PRACHI SHARMA) 

A phrase is a group of related words that does not include a subject and verb. (If the group of 
related words does contain a subject and verb, it is considered a clause.) There are several 
different kinds of phrases. Understanding how they are constructed and how they function 
within a sentence can bolster a writer's confidence in writing sentences that are sound in 
structure and various in form. 

NOUN PHRASE 

A noun phrase comprises a noun (obviously) and any associated modifiers: 

 The long and winding road  
 A noun phrase  
 any associated modifiers 

The modifiers that accompany a noun can take any number of forms and combination of 
forms: adjectives, of course ("the tall and brilliant professor"); a participial phrase ("the road 
following the edge of the frozen lake"); an infinitive phrase ("the first man to walk on the 
moon"); a modifying clause ("the presentation that he had made the day before"); and 
prepositional phrases ("the building next to the lodge, over by the highway"). [See below for 
definitions of participial, infinitive, and prepositional phrases.] Usually, a noun phrase will be 
all of a piece, all the words that compose it being contiguous with the noun itself. It is possible, 
however, for a noun phrase to be broken, to become what we call discontinuous. Sometimes 
part of the noun phrase is delayed until the end of the sentence so that that portion of the phrase 
(usually modifying phrases — participial or prepositional) can receive end weight or focus. In 
our first example, for instance (noun phrase in dark red) ,  

 Several accidents have been reported involving passengers falling from trains . 

we could have put the entire noun phrase together: "Several accidents involving passengers 
falling from trains have been reported recently." Shifting the modifying phrases of the red-
colored part of the phrase to the end puts additional emphasis on that part. Here are some other 
examples:  

 A rumor circulated among the staff that he was being promoted to Vice President 
. (instead of "A rumor that he was being promoted to Vice President circulated 
among the staff.")  

 The time had come to stop spending money foolishly and to put something away 
for the future . (instead of "The time to stop spending money foolishly and to put 
something away for the future had come.")  

 That hard drive was faulty that you sold me . (instead of "That hard drive that you 
sold me was faulty.")  

 What business is it of yours? (instead of "What business of yours is it? ")  

Clearly, there is nothing inherently wrong with a discontinuous noun phrase. One very good 
reason for a discontinuous noun phrase is to achieve a balance between a subject and its 
predicate:  
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 The story is told that he was once a soldier in French Foreign Legion . 

Without the discontinuous noun phrase in the sentence above, we end up with a twelve-word 
subject, a linking verb, and a one-word predicate — sort of lop-sided. 

Authority: A Grammar of Contemporary English by Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, 
Geoffrey Leech, and Jan Svartvik. Longman Group: London. 1978.  

One thing you want to watch out for with noun phrases is the long compound noun phrase.* 
This is sometimes called the "stacked noun phrase" or "packed noun phrase." It is 
common to find one noun modifying another: student body, book cover, water commission. 
But when we create a long string of such attributive nouns or modifiers, we create difficulties: 

 People who author web-pages have become aware of what is now known as the 
uniform resource locator protocol problem. 

The difficulty we have here is knowing what is modifying what. Also, the reader keeps 
expecting the string to end, so the energy of the sentence (and our attention) dwindles into a 
series of false endings. Such phrases are a particular temptation in technical writing. Usually, 
the solution to an overly extended compound noun phrase is to take the last noun of the series 
and liberate it from the rest of the string (putting it at the beginning of the sentence) and then to 
turn at least one of the modifying nouns into a prepositional phrase: 

 The problem with the protocol of uniform resource locators is now recognized by 
people who author web-pages as. . . . 

(This is one situation in which making a sentence longer is probably an advantage.) 

A vocative — an addressed person's name or substitute name — is often a single word but 
sometimes takes the form of a noun phrase. A vocative is always treated as a parenthetical 
element and is thus set off from the rest of the sentence with a comma or a pair of commas (if 
it appears within the flow of a sentence). When vocatives are proper nouns (usually the case), 
they are also referred to as "nouns of address." Vocatives are like adverbs: they can pop up 
almost anywhere in the sentence. Do not, however, get into the habit of throwing commas at 
people's names; unless the name refers to someone who is actually being addressed, it is not a 
vocative and will not necessarily be parenthetical: 

 He told Jorge to turn the boat around.  
 Jorge, turn the boat around 

Quirk and Greenbaum enumerate four different kinds of vocatives:  

1. Single names, with or without a title: Jorge, Mr. Valdez, Dr. Valdez, Uncle, 
Grandma. Dr. Valdez, will you please address the graduates?  

2. The personal pronoun you (not a polite form of address): You, put down that gun! 
The second person pronoun is sometimes combined with other words (but the 
result is often rather rude and is never used in formal prose ["You over there, 
hurry up!" "You with the purple hair and silver nose rings, get back in line!"]) 
The indefinite pronouns can also serve as a vocative: Call an ambulance, 
somebody! Quick, anybody! Give me a hand!  
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3. Appellatives (what we call people) of endearment ("Darling," "Sweetheart," "My 
dear," "Love") Come sit next to me, my dear.; of respect ("Sir," "Madam," "Your 
Honor," "Ladies and gentlemen") I would ask you, Sir, never to do that again.; of 
profession or status ("Professor," "Mr. President," "Madam Chairman," "Coach") 
Please, Coach, let me play for a while.  

4. Nominal clause: Whoever is making that noise, stop it now. 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE 

A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition, a noun or pronoun that serves as the object of 
the preposition, and, more often than not, an adjective or two that modifies the object. Ernest 
Hemingway apparently fell in love with the rhythms of his prepositional phrases at the 
beginning of his short story "Hills Like White Elephants": 

The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and white. On this side there was no shade 
and no trees and the station was between two lines of rails in the sun. Close against the side of 
the station there was the warm shadow of the building and a curtain, made of strings of 
bamboo beads, hung across the open door into the bar, to keep out flies. The American and the 
girl with him sat at a table in the shade, outside the building. It was very hot and the express 
from Barcelona would come in forty minutes. It stopped at this junction for two minutes and 
went on to Madrid.  

Prepositional phrases usually tell when or where: "in forty minutes," "in the sun, against the 
side, etc." Prepositional phrases can perform other functions, however: Except Jo, the children 
were remarkably like their father.  

A prepositional phrase at the beginning of a sentence constitutes an introductory modifier, 
which is usually a signal for a comma. However, unless an introductory prepositional phrase is 
unusually long, we seldom need to follow it with a comma. 

You may have learned that ending a sentence with a preposition is a serious breach of 
grammatical etiquette. It doesn't take a grammarian to spot a sentence-ending preposition, so 
this is an easy rule to get caught up on (!). Although it is often easy to remedy the offending 
preposition, sometimes it isn't, and repair efforts sometimes result in a clumsy sentence. Based 
on shaky historical precedent, the rule itself is a latecomer to the rules of writing. Those who 
dislike the rule are fond of recalling Churchill's rejoinder: <"That is nonsense up with which I 
shall not put." We should also remember the child's complaint (attributed to E.B. White): 
"What did you bring that book that I don't like to be read to out of up for?" 

APPOSITIVE PHRASE 

An appositive is a re-naming or amplification of a word that immediately precedes it. (An 
appositive, then is the opposite of an oppositive.) Frequently another kind of phrase will serve 
in apposition. 

 My favorite teacher, a fine chess player in her own right, has won several state-
level tournaments. [Noun phrase as appositive]  

 The best exercise, walking briskly, is also the least expensive. [Gerund phrase as 
appositive]  
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 Tashonda's goal in life, to become an occupational therapist, is within her grasp 
this year, at last. [Infinitive phrase as appositive] 

ABSOLUTE PHRASE 

Usually (but not always, as we shall see), an absolute phrase (also called a nominative 
absolute) is a group of words consisting of a noun or pronoun and a participle as well as any 
related modifiers. Absolute phrases do not directly connect to or modify any specific word in 
the rest of the sentence; instead, they modify the entire sentence, adding information. They are 
always treated as parenthetical elements and are set off from the rest of the sentence with a 
comma or a pair of commas (sometimes by a dash or pair of dashes). Notice that absolute 
phrases contain a subject (which is often modified by a participle), but not a true finite verb. 

 Their reputation as winners secured by victory, the New York Liberty charged 
into the semifinals.  

 The season nearly finished, Rebecca Lobo and Sophie Witherspoon emerged as 
true leaders.  

 The two superstars signed autographs into the night, their faces beaming 
happily. 

When the participle of an absolute phrase is a form of to be, such as being or having been, the 
participle is often left out but understood. 

 The season [being] over, they were mobbed by fans in Times Square.  
 [Having been] Stars all their adult lives, they seemed used to the attention. 

Another kind of absolute phrase is found after a modified noun; it adds a focusing detail or 
point of focus to the idea of the main clause. This kind of absolute phrase can take the form of 
a prepositional phrase, an adjective phrase, or a noun phrase. 

 The old firefighter stood over the smoking ruins, his senses alert to any sign of 
another flare-up.  

 His subordinates, their faces sweat-streaked and smudged with ash, leaned 
heavily against the firetruck.  

 They knew all too well how all their hard work could be undone — in an instant. 

It is not unusual for the information supplied in the absolute phrase to be the most important 
element in the sentence. In fact, in descriptive prose, the telling details will often be wrapped 
into a sentence in the form of an absolute phrase: 

 Coach Nykesha strolled onto the court, her arms akimbo and a large silver 
whistle clenched between her teeth.  

 The new recruits stood in one corner of the gym, their uniforms stiff and ill 
fitting, their faces betraying their anxiety. 

A noun phrase can also exist as an absolute phrase:  
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 Your best friends, where are they now, when you need them?  
 And then there was my best friend Sally — the dear girl — who has certainly 

fallen on hard times. 

It might be useful to review the material on Misplaced Modifiers because it is important not to 
confuse an absolute phrase with a misplaced modifier.  

INFINITIVE PHRASE 

An infinitive phrase consists of an infinitive — the root of the verb preceded by to — and any 
modifiers or complements associated with it. Infinitive phrases can act as adjectives, adverbs, 
and nouns. 

 Her plan to subsidize child care won wide acceptance among urban politicians. 
[modifies plan, functions as an adjective]  

 She wanted to raise taxes. [noun-object of the sentence]  
 To watch Uncle Billy tell this story is an eye-opening experience. [noun-subject 

of the sentence]  
 To know her is to love her. [noun, predicate nominative]  
 Juan went to college to study veterinary medicine. [tells us why he went, so it's 

an adverb] 

GERUND PHRASE 

Gerunds, verbals that end in -ing and that act as nouns, frequently are associated with 
modifiers and complements in a gerund phrase. These phrases function as units and can do 
anything that a noun can do. Notice that other phrases, especially prepositional phrases, are 
frequently part of the gerund phrase. 

 Cramming for tests is not a good study strategy. [gerund phrase as subject]  
 John enjoyed swimming in the lake after dark. [gerund phrase as object]  
 I'm really not interested in studying biochemistry for the rest of my life. 

[gerund phrase as object of the preposition in ] 

Reviewing the general uses of gerunds and infinitives might not be a bad idea. Click HERE. 

PARTICIPIAL PHRASE 

Present participles, verbals ending in -ing, and past participles, verbals that end in -ed (for 
regular verbs) or other forms (for irregular verbs), are combined with complements and 
modifiers and become part of important phrasal structures. Participial phrases always act as 
adjectives. When they begin a sentence, they are often set off by a comma (as an introductory 
modifier); otherwise, participial phrases will be set off by commas if they are parenthetical 
elements. 

The stone steps, having been worn down by generations of students, needed to be replaced. 
[modifies "steps"]  
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 Working around the clock, the firefighters finally put out the last of the 
California brush fires. [modifies "firefighters"]  

 The pond, frozen over since early December, is now safe for ice-skating. 
[modifies "pond"] 

-------------- 

Complement: A complement is a word or group of words that says something about the subject or 

object of a sentence. A complement that says something about the subject of a sentence is a subject-

complement; a complement that says something about the direct object of a sentence is an object-

complement. 

 Her daughter seems very happy in her new job. 

 They made him chairman. 

 Her eyes are blue. 

 The court finds you not guilty. 

Vocative: A vocative is a word or group of words used to address someone or something directly. 

 Ladies and Gentlemen, it is a great pleasure to be here today. 

 You, boys, are just not working hard enough 

 Listen to me, my friends! 

 O Mary, go and call the cattle home. 

Exclamations: A word or group of words that expresses strong emotions, such as surprise or pain or 

pleasure, or that is used to attract someone’s attention, is an exclamation. 

 My goodness, this is a heavy box. 

 Look, I am not giving you any more money, and that is final. 

 Hey, you! Come here a miute. 

Ellipsis: Ellipsis occur when one or more elements of a sentence are left unexpressed because they can 

be deduced from the context of situation in which the sentence is being spoken. If some word or words 

are left out of a sentence by ellipsis they are said to have been ellipted. They are very common in 

conversation, where a speaker may not actually say words that he or she can sssume the other person 

will understand, or where what one person has said is taken for granted in what the other person says: 

Ready? (= Are you ready?) Yes, ready. (= yes, I’m ready.) 

Looking for something? (= Are you looking for something?) 

Where are you going? Into town. (= I’m going into town.) 
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Basic Sentence Patterns 

Pattern one: 

(Determiner)    Noun    Verb 

The     peacock   danced. 

Peacocks  dance. 

The brackets indicate that the element ‘determiner’ is optional, it may or may not occur. 

 

Pattern two: 

(Determiner)   Noun    V-transitive  (D)  Noun 

   Hari   hit   the ball. 

The   man   fired   the gun. 

 

Pattern three: 

(D)  Noun   V-give type (D) Noun/Pro.  (D)  Noun 

My father  gave   me   a watch. 

He  sold  his friend   a car. 

 

Pattern four: 

(D)  Noun   V-consider type (D) Noun/Pronoun 

 I  consider  him honest. 

Hari  thought  her intelligent. 

 

Pattern five: 

(D)  Noun   Verb-be  Adjective 

 I  am   tired. 

The boys  are   hungry. 

 

Pattern six: 

(D)  Noun   Verb   Adjective 

 I  felt   sad.. 

The girl  grew   tall. 

 

Pattern seven: 

(D)  Noun   Verb-be  Adverb 

 They  are   outside. 

The students were   late. 
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Pattern eight: 

(D)  Noun   Verb   Adverb 

 Peacocks danced   merrily. 

The  bird  chirped   loudly. 

 

Sentence Types: 

Simple Sentence: It is a sentence in which there is no co-ordination or subordination of clauses: 

 We looked at him in amazement. 

 Ganga Charan scratched his head. 

Compound Sentence: it is a sentence that consists of two or more co-ordinate clauses: 

 Either sit still or go away. 

 Kuldeep lay down on the bed and switched on the radio. 

Complex Sentence: it is a sentence that consists of one main clause and one or more subordinate 

clauses: 

 If you work hard, you will pass. 

 Ms. Rajni Sharma who teaches in R.I.E. is a very good teacher. 

Compound – Complex Sentence: it is a sentence that consists of two or more main clauses and at least 

one subordinate clause: 

 I’ll ask her when I see her and then I’ll tell you. 

 I don’t know for certain why he said what he said, but I can guess. 

Positive Sentence: it is a sentence that does not include a negative word such as not, never, no-one, 

nowhere or nothing: 

 Someone knows the answer. 

 I salute to Mrs. Vandana Lunyal and Mrs. Bindu Bajwa for their deep knowledge. 

Negative Sentence: it is a sentence that has a negative word such as not, nerver, no-one, nowhere or 

nothing in it: 

 No-one knows the answer. 

 It is not very warm in here. 

Interrogavite Sentence: it is a sentence that asks a question. There are three main types of 

interrogative sentence: wh-questions, yes/no questions and alternative questions: 

 What are you doing? 

 Did you finish writing that letter? 

 Would you prefer tea or coffee? 

Question Tag: it is a short question used at the end of a sentence to ask the listener to confirm that they 

agree with what has been said or that what has been said is true: 

You will come, won’t you? 

She is not coming with us, is she? 
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Clauses 

 
 
 
 
 

Main Clause       Subordinate clause      Co-ordinate clause  
(Principal, independent  (dependent clause) 
or Super ordinate clause) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Noun Clause      Adjective (Relative) Clause             Adverb Clause 
 
Clause: 
the term ‘clause’ comes from a Latin word claudere that is related to ‘conclude’. A clause, 
therefore, is a concluded (complete) sentence or sentence part. It is a unit of grammar larger 
than a phrase and, often, smaller than a sentence. A clause is a word group which has the same 
structure as a sentence but which is part of a larger sentence; a clause is a ‘a sentence within a 
sentence’. The main difference between clauses and phrases is that every clause contains one - 
and only one finite verb while no phrase does. e.g. 

…it remained a matter of considerable doubt… (clause with a finite verb) 
…in a  human language gene… (phrase without a finite verb) 

 
Main clause: 
A main clause is one that can usually form a sentence on its own. For this reason it is also 
called an ‘independent clause’. Subordinate clauses depend on this clause. e.g. 

 I go for a walk because it is good for me. 
 I like Mrs. Gunbir Kaur as she teaches Grammar nicely. 

 
Subordinate clause: 
A subordinate clause is one that depends on a companion clause. The subordinate clause is like 
a child holding a parent (the other clause) by the hand (a subordinating conjunction).                                       
Kinds of subordinate clause: 

Noun clause 
Adjective clause 
Adverb clause 
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Noun clause: 
It serves the same function as a noun or pronoun. It can serve as both the subject or the object 
of a verb and can occur at the beginning or end of the sentence. The different subordinating 
conjunctions that are used to introduce noun clause are: 
  
 

Main Nominal Conjunctions 
Subordinating 
conjunctions 

Interrogative 
pronouns 

Interrogative 
determiners 

That Who What 
If whoever Which 
Whether Whose whose 
How What  
When Whatever  
Where Which  
why whichever  

 
Function of Noun clause- 
 
i) Subject of the sentence: 

Whether I will succeed is not sure. 
Whoever spoke on the stage was given a prize. 
That Rajni is honest is a fact. 
What you did was quite unforgivable. 

 
ii) Direct Object: 

I took what was mine. 
I did not realize what I had done. 
I know that she does not love you. 
I wonder if she will be going with us. 

 
iii) Indirect object: 

I’ll give whoever answers the questions correctly a prize 
 
iv) Complement to a be-type verb: 

The truth is that he will not help you. 
The problem is who we should invite. 

 
v) Object of a Preposition: 
 I agreed to what you said. 
 He did not reply to what I said. 

 
vi) Object of an infinitive: 

We were glad to learn that India had won the match at Mohali. 
I am very glad to get what I want. 
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vii) Object of a participle: 
 I went to the teacher finding that I could not solve the sum myself. 
 We did not visit him learning that he was down with fever. 
 We visited her knowing that she had met with an accident. 

 
Adjective clause or Relative clause: 
It serves the same function as an adjective. Therefore, it qualifies a noun or pronoun in some 
other clause.  It follows the words they modify and are typically introduced by relative 
pronouns or relative adverbs. 
 

Main Adjectival Conjunctions 
Relative Pronouns Relative Adverbs 
Who Where 
Whose When 
Whom How 
Which why 
that  

 
By Relative Pronouns: 
The word that links the relative clause to its antecedent is a relative pronoun. The words that, 
which, who and whose are relative pronouns. 
 God helps those who help themselves. 
 We relished the dinner that Pankaj cooked in the mess. 
 I helped my parents who were doing the gardening. 
 The girl whose father is a doctor lives here. 
 The woman whom I wanted to see was away. 

 
By Relative Adverbs: 
The words where, when and why can also be used to form relative clauses whose antecedents 
are noun referring to places, times and causes respectively. 

This is the place where I was born. 
Do you remember that time when you started walking? 
I don’t know the reason why I went there. 
Tell me the way how I can improve my English. 

 
Antecedent: 
The noun, pronoun, phrase or clause that is identified, described or commented on by the 
relative clause is called the antecedent. For a verb in a relative clause, it is the antecedent that 
makes the verb singular or plural: 
 The boy who was playing outside is my son. 
 The boys who were playing outside are my sons. 
 Hands up everyone who would like to go to Pinjore. 
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Restrictive Relative Clause: 
Relative clauses that identify, pick out or describe a particular person or thing are called 
restrictive or defining relative clause. They explain the person or thing you are talking about. It 
restricts the meaning of the noun they follow. Who and which can be used in both restrictive 
and non-restrictive relative clauses, but that can be used in restrictive relative clauses. It is not 
separated from its antecedent and the rest of the sentence by commas: 
 Who is that man you were talking to? (this identifies one particular man.) 
 He is engaged to a girl who is the daughter of an MP. 

 
Non - Restrictive Relative Clause: 
Relative clauses whose purpose is not to identify a particular person or thing but simply to 
provide some further information abut them are called non-restrictive or non-defining relative 
clauses. It usually has a comma in front of it and a comma after it. If the clause is at the end of 
a sentence, we just put a full stop: 
 The book, which was on the table, was mine. 
 Prachi Sharma, who is a teacher, teaches very well. 
 Dr. Abhilash Nayak, who teaches linguistic, is a very good teacher. 

 
Appositive Clause: 
Appositive clauses are those clauses that are in apposition to the words they relate to. They 
provide information about  a preceding noun such as belief, thought, saying, possibility, 
feeling, etc. 

 The belief that the world is flat was widespread in the Middle Ages. 

 The thought that my mother might find me horrified me. 

 The saying that absence makes the heart grow fonder is absolute nonsense. 

 I have a feeling that something is wrong. 

 Appositve clauses look very similar to relative clauses, but there are some difference 

between them: 

 In an apposition clause, ‘that’ is a subordinating conjunction, not a relative pronoun, so 

it can’t be replaced by ‘which’. 

I have a feeling that something is wrong. 

But not  I have a feeling which something is wrong. 

 In an apposition clause, the words that follow ‘that’ make a complete statement on their 

own:  

I have a feeling that something is wrong. 

 while in relative clause, the words that follow ‘that’ do not make a complete statement. 

The feelings that I had for her amounted almost to an obsession. 
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Adverb Clause: 
An adverbial clause is a subordinate clause that functions as an adverbial in the main clause. It 
may, for example, say when of where or how about the action described in the main clause. 
 

Main Adverbial Conjunctions 
After Before 
As If, as long as 
Because Unless, as soon as 
When While 
Until Since 
Whenever Wherever 
Although Though 
As if Even if 
So that Than 

 
Function of Adverb Clause: 
 
Clause of Time (after, as, as soon as, before, once, since, till, until, when, whenever of while): 
 Please telephone me as soon as you reach home. 
 You will be all right once you get to the hotel. 
 Go whenever you want to go. 

 
Clause of Place (where, wherever, whence): 
 Go wherever you like. 
 Nobody knows whence he came. 

 
Clause of Manner (as, as if, as though, how, however, as far as, so far & like): 
 You must do it exactly as I told you. 
 He talks as if he were girl. 
 As far as I know, he has left Ludhiana. 
 Mould the clay just how I showed you. 

 
Clause of Reason (as, because, in case, seeing that, seeing as, since, for): 
 Take an umbrella in case it rains. 
 Seeing that it is raining, you’ll have to play indoors. 
 I can’t attend school for I am down with malaria. 

 
Clause of Purpose (so, so that, in order that): 
 He works hard so that he may get good marks. 
 Take an umbrella so you don’t get wet. 

 
Clause of Result ( so … that, such … that) 
 There was such a demand for tickets that they sold out within half an hour. 
 Balbir sings so well that nobody helps clapping for him. 
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Clause of Concession or Contrast (although, even if, even though, however, no matter 
what/who/where, though, whatever, wherever, while, whoever, whereas and whether … or): 
 Although I have known Parveen for years, I have never met his wife. 
 Even though the sun was shining, it was still very cold. 
 However fast you run, you can not catch the train. 
 I’ll be happy no matter where we go. 

 
Clause of Comparison ( as … as, than, less than): 
 Dogs run faster than cats. 
 She eats less than I do. 
 Eat as much as you like. 
 She is as pretty as a doll. 

 
Clause of Proportion (two the’s, one in the subordinate clause & one in the main clause): 
 The more I know him, the less I like him. 
 As the forests shrink, the deserts advance. 
 The earlier she starts, the better it will be. 

 
Clause of Condition: 
This clause states the condition or circumstances clause that are, or would be, necessary for 
what is talked about in the main clause to happen or apply. A sentence with a condition clause 
in it is called a conditional sentence. It is a sentence that consists of a condition clause and a 
consequence clause. Conjunctions that introduce conditional clauses are as long as, if, on 
condition that, provided, provided that, providing, providing that, so long as and unless. 
 
Types of conditionals: 
First conditionals state simple facts about what will or may happen in the future if something 
else happens or unless something else happens. They are sometimes called Real Conditionals 
or Possible Future. (future simple + present simple): 

 If I go to Chandigarh again, I’ll bring a camera for you. 
 Those plants will die if you don’t water them regularly. 
 Should she ask you where I am, tell her you don’t know. (without if) 

 
Second Conditionals are used to describe what would happen in the future if something else 
happened first. They express great uncertainty than first conditionals so they are sometime 
called Unreal or hypothetical Conditionals or Counterfactual Present. They are also used to 
describe something that would be possible or true if only something else existed or was true 
(whilst in fact it does not exist or is not true). So they express imagined situations. (future in 
the past simple + past simple): 

 If I were a bird (but I am not a bird), I would be able to fly (but I can’t fly). 
 I would come if Parshottam invited me. (but he might not invite me) 
 We could go to Japan if only we had enough money. (but we don’t have enough 

money, so we can’t go) 
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 Were they to be found guilty, it would be an appalling injustice. (without if) 
 
Third Conditionals refer to the past and say what would have or might have happened if 
something else had happened first or what would have or might have been true if something 
else had been true. They are sometimes called ‘failed past’ or ‘counterfactual past’, because 
they describe something that did  not in fact happen. (future in the past perfect + past perfect): 

 We would have won if we had played better. (but we didn’t play better, so we didn’t 
win) 

 If I had arrived sooner (but I failed to arrive sooner), I would have been in time (but I 
was late). 

 Had I known that, I would never have helped them. (without if) 
 I would have in time had I arrived sooner. (without if) 
 We could have escaped if only we had had a ladder. 

 
Comment Clause: 
It is a clause that makes some sort of comment about the rest of the sentence, e.g., explaining 
the attitude of the person speaking or acting as an introduction to what follows. A comment 
clause generally functions as a disjunct or a conjunct and makes some comment on what is said 
in the main clause: 
To tell you the truth, I never liked her anyway. 
As you know, I used to live in Japan. 
To be frank, I don’t think that is a very good idea. 
He is, I believe, a Buddhist. (without an introductory conjunction) 
This is, as you can see, a specimen of 3rd-century Roman pottery. 
 
Disjuncts: 
A disjunct is an adverbial that makes a comment about what is being said in the rest of the 
sentence. It may describe the way in which the speaker is speaking: 

 To be frank, that was a mistake. 
 Strictly speaking, we should not even be here. 

Or it may express the speaker’s opinion on what is being said or talked about in the rest of the 
sentence: 

 She was, unfortunately, not as good as we had hoped. 
 It was, admittedly, a very difficult job. (= I admit it was a very difficult job) 

 
Conjuncts: 
A conjunct is an adverbial that serves as a link between sentences. Some common conjuncts 
are anyhow, after all, all the same, by the way, else, for example, for instance, furthermore, 
hence, in other words, instead, moreover, neverthless, on the contrary, so and thus. 

 I don’t want to go to shopping. Besides, I don’t have time to. 
 I don’t really have time to go with you. However, I will if you want me to. 
 I missed my train. I therefore had to stay another night. 
 For a start, you don’t deserve a new bike. 
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 I don’t want to take you to the pictures. I don’t have time to, anyway. 
It may equally act as a link within a sentence 

 The baby was crying, so I picked her up. 
 If you are ready, then I’ll start. 

It may appear in sentences along with conjunctions such as and or or: 
 You’d better leave now or else you might miss the train. 
 The dog was obviously friendly, and yet it was afraid of us. 

 
Adjuncts: 
An adjunct is a word of group of words that describes where, when, why, how, for whom, with 
what, how much, etc. the action described in the sentence is carried out. They are usually not 
seperated off by commas: 
 I’ll see you at the match. 
 Satwinder madam sings beautifully. 
 Come and see me tomorrow. 
 I can’t find my coat. 
 You must have left it somewhere. 
 I bought some erasers for my kids. 
 Are you coming this evening? 

It may come at the beginning of the sentence, especially in questions: 
 Here I am. 
 Off you go. 
 When will you be leaving? 
 To whom should I give the book? 

Or it may be split into two parts: 
 What should I mend the hole with? 
 Who should I give the prize to? 

There may, of course, be more than one adjunct in a sentence: 
 Sharda didn’t like his attitude at all. (2 adjuncts) 
 She sometimes wears pyjamas in the office for fun. (3 adjuncts) 

 
Co-ordinate Clause: 
Coordiante clauses are clauses that are joined to main clauses with coordinating conjunctions 
(and, but, or, either, neither, still, as well as etc.). A coordinate clause is like a younger brother 
or sister holding on to an older one (the main clause) by the hand. Each of two or more parts 
parts of a sentence, often joined by and, or and but etc. that make separate statements that each 
have an equal importance: 
 I lost my purse but someone gave it back to me. 
 I saw a book and opened it but I didn’t read it, so I put it away and went to sleep. 

However, when two or more clauses have same subject, the subject may often be omitted from 
all but the first clause: 
 I bent down, patted the dog, and examined its paw. 
 The people either hid or ran away. 
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Sometimes co-ordinate clauses are simply placed side by side without being linked by a 
conjunction. This is known as asyndeton or paratexis. 
 I came, I saw, I conquerred. 
 Cats chase mice, dogs chase mice, I chase dogs. 

Rather than being repeated in a co-ordinate clause, a lexical verb and other parts of the 
predicate may be replaced by an auxiliary verb, sometimes along with the adverb so: 
 Either Jagtar broke the window or his friend did. 
 Sonia didn’t leave early, nor did her sister. 
 Manisha left early and so did her friend. 

A noun or noun phrase may be replaced by a pronoun in the second and later clauses of a 
compound sentence: 
 Either Mrs. Amanjot lost her money or she was robbed. 
 I picked up the baby and kissed it and cuddled it. 

 
Non-Finite Clauses: 
A non-finite clause is a subordinate clause that has only a non-finite verb, and no finite verb, in 
it. It may be formed with an infintive, with to, without to, with a participle, with a verbal noun: 
 I only wanted to help you. 
 We don’t want you to feel ambarressed. 
 What you have done is give away our secret. 
 What he is trying to do is forget his past. 
 While running for the bus, I slipped on the ice and fell. 
 Maya watched her mother working in the garden. 
 I keep on hearing funny noises. 
 Instead of running away from your problems, face up to them. 

 
Verbless Clause: 
A verbless clause is a subordinate clause that has no verb in it at all. 
 Come next wee, if possible. 
 When in Rome, do as the Romans do. 
 Always helpful, Pankaj was in the kitchen peeling potatoes. 

 
Functions of Non-Finite and Verbless Clauses: 
Many non-finite and verbless clauses function as noun clauses or adverbial clauses and have 
the same functions in sentences as other subordinate clauses: 
 To have known her is a great privilege. (non-finite noun clause as subject) 
 My wife does not like doing the shopping. (non-finite clause as direct object) 
 While in town, I met your mother. (verbless clause as adjunct, saying when) 
 To be frank with you, I don’t much like that dress. (non-finite clause as disjunct) 

---
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Determiners (Sub Classes) 
 

Group A                                                 Pre-determiners                                        Examples 

Multipliers Double, twice, three times ….. We want double portions. 

Fractions Half, a third, two fifths….. I drove a half speed. 

Intensifiers What, such, quite, rather Such impudence! 

Quantifiers All, both, most, half I like most people 

The predeterminers occur prior to other determiners (as you would probably guess from their 

name). This class of words includes multipliers (double, twice, four/five times . . . .); fractional 

expressions (one-third, three-quarters, etc.); the words both, half, and all; and intensifiers such 

as quite, rather, and such. 

The multipliers precede plural count and mass nouns and occur with singular count nouns 
denoting number or amount: 

 This van holds three times the passengers as that sports car.  
 My wife is making double my / twice my salary.  
 This time we added five times the amount of water. 

In fractional expressions, we have a similar construction, but here it can be replaced with "of" 
construction. 

 Charlie finished in one-fourth [of] the time his brother took.  
 Two-fifths of the respondents reported that half the medication was sufficient. 

The intensifiers occur in this construction primarily in casual speech and writing and are more 
common in British English than they are in American English. The intensifier "what" is often 
found in stylistic fragments: "We visited my brother in his dorm room. What a mess!" 

 This room is rather a mess, isn't it?  
 The ticket-holders made quite a fuss when they couldn't get in.  
 What an idiot he turned out to be.  
 Our vacation was such a grand experience. 

The quantifiers (Half, both, and all) can occur with singular and plural count nouns; half and 

all can occur with mass nouns. There are also "of constructions" with these words ("all [of] the 

grain," "half [of] his salary"); the "of construction" is required with personal pronouns ("both 

of them," "all of it"). 
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Group B                                                 Central determiners                             Examples 

Articles A, an, the Get a book from the shelf. 

Demonstratives 
This, that, these, those, 

another, other 
That tree is in another garden. 

Distributives Each, every, either, neither I have a gift for each person. 

Possessives 

i) Pronominal 

 

ii) Nominal 

 

My, your, his, her, its, our, 

your, their. 

Ram’s, people’s…. 

 

You can  borrow my video. 

 

You can borrow Ram’s book. 

Interrogatives What? Which? Whose? Whose book is that? 

Quantifiers Some, any, no I have no problem with you. 

 

 

Group C                                                 Post-determiners                                 Examples 

Cardinal numbers One, two, three hundred …. Two heads are better than one. 

Ordinal numbers First, second, thirty-fourth …. It was my first visit in R.I.E. 

Quantifiers 

i) Simple 

 

ii) Compound 

 

Few, fewer, much, more, less, 

least … 

A little, a lot of, a great deal of 

 

I have few friends; Ram has 

more 

I have lots of time to spare. 

 

The names ‘pre determiners’ (group A), ‘central determiners (group B)  and ‘post determiners (group 

C) reflect the fact that if there are members of two or more of the groups occurring together, they stand 

in the sequence A+B+C. In the example sentences below, the determiners are in bold: 

 They had twice (A) the (B) pleasure. (not: they had the (B) twice (A) pleasure.) 

 I want two thirds (A) more (C) pudding. (not: I want more two thirds pudding.) 

 All (A) those (B) four (C) students have passed. (not: four those all students have passed.) 

--- 
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Uses of Shall and Will and Should 

In England, shall is used to express the simple future for first person I and we, as in "Shall we 
meet by the river?" Will would be used in the simple future for all other persons. Using will in 
the first person would express determination on the part of the speaker, as in "We will finish 
this project by tonight, by golly!" Using shall in second and third persons would indicate some 
kind of promise about the subject, as in "This shall be revealed to you in good time." This 
usage is certainly acceptable in the U.S., although shall is used far less frequently. The 
distinction between the two is often obscured by the contraction 'll, which is the same for both 
verbs. 

In the United States, we seldom use shall for anything other than polite questions (suggesting 
an element of permission) in the first-person:  

 "Shall we go now?"  
 "Shall I call a doctor for you?"  

(In the second sentence, many writers would use should instead, although should is somewhat 
more tentative than shall.) In the U.S., to express the future tense, the verb will is used in all 
other cases. 

Shall is often used in formal situations (legal or legalistic documents, minutes to meetings, 
etc.) to express obligation, even with third-person and second-person constructions: 

 The board of directors shall be responsible for payment to stockholders.  
 The college president shall report financial shortfalls to the executive director 

each semester." 

Should is usually replaced, nowadays, by would. It is still used, however, to mean "ought to" as 
in  

 You really shouldn't do that.  
 If you think that was amazing, you should have seen it last night. 

In British English and very formal American English, one is apt to hear or read should with the 
first-person pronouns in expressions of liking such as "I should prefer iced tea" and in tentative 
expressions of opinion such as 

 I should imagine they'll vote Conservative.  
 I should have thought so. 

Uses of Do, Does and Did 

In the simple present tense, do will function as an auxiliary to express the negative and to ask 
questions. (Does, however, is substituted for third-person, singular subjects in the present 
tense. The past tense did works with all persons, singular and plural.) 

 I don't study at night.  
 She doesn't work here anymore.  
 Do you attend this school?  
 Does he work here? 
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These verbs also work as "short answers," with the main verb omitted. 

 Does she work here? No, she doesn't work here. 

With "yes-no" questions, the form of do goes in front of the subject and the main verb comes 
after the subject: 

 Did your grandmother know Truman?  
 Do wildflowers grow in your back yard? 

Forms of do are useful in expressing similarity and differences in conjunction with so and 
neither. 

 My wife hates spinach and so does my son.  
 My wife doesn't like spinach; neither do I. 

Do is also helpful because it means you don't have to repeat the verb: 

 Larry excelled in language studies; so did his brother.  
 Raoul studies as hard as his sister does. 

The so-called emphatic do has many uses in English. 

a. To add emphasis to an entire sentence: "He does like spinach. He really does!"  
b. To add emphasis to an imperative: "Do come in." (actually softens the command)  
c. To add emphasis to a frequency adverb: "He never did understand his father." 

"She always does manage to hurt her mother's feelings."  
d. To contradict a negative statement: "You didn't do your homework, did you?" 

"Oh, but I did finish it."  
e. To ask a clarifying question about a previous negative statement: "Ridwell didn't 

take the tools." "Then who did take the tools?"  
f. To indicate a strong concession: "Although the Clintons denied any wrong-doing, 

they did return some of the gifts." 

In the absence of other modal auxiliaries, a form of do is used in question and negative 
constructions known as the get passive: 

 Did Rinaldo get selected by the committee?  
 The audience didn't get riled up by the politician. 

Based on descriptions in Grammar Dimensions: Form, Meaning, and Use 2nd Ed. by Jan Frodesen and Janet 
Eyring. Heinle & Heinle: Boston. 1997. Examples our own. 

Uses of Have, Has and Had 

Forms of the verb to have are used to create tenses known as the present perfect and past 
perfect. The perfect tenses indicate that something has happened in the past; the present 
perfect indicating that something happened and might be continuing to happen, the past perfect 
indicating that something happened prior to something else happening.  

To have is also in combination with other modal verbs to express probability and possibility in 
the past. 
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 As an affirmative statement, to have can express how certain you are that 
something happened (when combined with an appropriate modal + have + a past 
participle): "Georgia must have left already." "Clinton might have known about 
the gifts." "They may have voted already."  

 As a negative statement, a modal is combined with not + have + a past participle 
to express how certain you are that something did not happen: "Clinton might not 
have known about the gifts." "I may not have been there at the time of the crime."  

 To ask about possibility or probability in the past, a modal is combined with the 
subject + have + past participle: "Could Clinton have known about the gifts?"  

 For short answers, a modal is combined with have: "Did Clinton know about 
this?" "I don't know. He may have." "The evidence is pretty positive. He must 
have." 

To have (sometimes combined with to get) is used to express a logical inference:  

 It's been raining all week; the basement has to be flooded by now.  
 He hit his head on the doorway. He has got to be over seven feet tall! 

Have is often combined with an infinitive to form an auxiliary whose meaning is similar to 
"must." 

 I have to have a car like that!  
 She has to pay her own tuition at college.  
 He has to have been the first student to try that. 

Based on the analysis in Grammar Dimensions: Form, Meaning, and Use 2nd Ed. by Jan Frodesen and Janet 
Eyring. Heinle & Heinle: Boston. 1997. Examples our own. 

Uses of Can and Could 

The modal auxiliary can is used 

 to express ability (in the sense of being able to do something or knowing how to 
do something): 
He can speak Spanish but he can't write it very well.  

 to expression permission (in the sense of being allowed or permitted to do 
something): 
Can I talk to my friends in the library waiting room? (Note that can is less formal 
than may. Also, some writers will object to the use of can in this context.)  

 to express theoretical possibility: 
American automobile makers can make better cars if they think there's a profit in 
it. 

The modal auxiliary could is used 

 to express an ability in the past: 
I could always beat you at tennis when we were kids.  

 to express past or future permission: 
Could I bury my cat in your back yard?  

 to express present possibility: 
We could always spend the afternoon just sitting around talking.  

 to express possibility or ability in contingent circumstances: 
If he studied harder, he could pass this course. 
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In expressing ability, can and could frequently also imply willingness: Can you help me with 
my homework? 

Can versus May 

Whether the auxiliary verb can can be used to express permission or not — "Can I leave the 
room now?" ["I don't know if you can, but you may."] — depends on the level of formality of 
your text or situation. As Theodore Bernstein puts it in The Careful Writer, "a writer who is 
attentive to the proprieties will preserve the traditional distinction: can for ability or power to 
do something, may for permission to do it. 

The question is at what level can you safely ignore the "proprieties." Merriam-Webster's 
Dictionary, tenth edition, says the battle is over and can can be used in virtually any situation 
to express or ask for permission. Most authorities, however, recommend a stricter adherence to 
the distinction, at least in formal situations. 

Uses of May and Might 

Two of the more troublesome modal auxiliaries are may and might. When used in the context 
of granting or seeking permission, might is the past tense of may. Might is considerably more 
tentative than may.  

 May I leave class early?  
 If I've finished all my work and I'm really quiet, might I leave early?  

In the context of expressing possibility, may and might are interchangeable present and future 
forms and might + have + past participle is the past form: 

 She might be my advisor next semester.  
 She may be my advisor next semester.  
 She might have advised me not to take biology.  

Avoid confusing the sense of possibility in may with the implication of might, that a 
hypothetical situation has not in fact occurred. For instance, let's say there's been a helicopter 
crash at the airport. In his initial report, before all the facts are gathered, a newscaster could say 
that the pilot "may have been injured." After we discover that the pilot is in fact all right, the 
newscaster can now say that the pilot "might have been injured" because it is a hypothetical 
situation that has not occurred. Another example: a body had been identified after much work 
by a detective. It was reported that "without this painstaking work, the body may have 
remained unidentified." Since the body was, in fact, identified, might is clearly called for.  

Uses of Will and Would 

In certain contexts, will and would are virtually interchangeable, but there are differences. 
Notice that the contracted form 'll is very frequently used for will. 

Will can be used to express willingness: 

 I'll wash the dishes if you dry.  
 We're going to the movies. Will you join us?  

It can also express intention (especially in the first person): 
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 I'll do my exercises later on.  

and prediction: 

 specific: The meeting will be over soon.  
 timeless: Humidity will ruin my hairdo.  
 habitual: The river will overflow its banks every spring.  

Would can also be used to express willingness: 

 Would you please take off your hat?  

It can also express insistence (rather rare, and with a strong stress on the word "would"): 

 Now you've ruined everything. You would act that way.  

and characteristic activity: 

 customary: After work, he would walk to his home in West Hartford.  
 typical (casual): She would cause the whole family to be late, every time.  

In a main clause, would can express a hypothetical meaning: 

 My cocker spaniel would weigh a ton if I let her eat what she wants.  

Finally, would can express a sense of probability: 

 I hear a whistle. That would be the five o'clock train. 

Uses of Used to  

The auxiliary verb construction used to is used to express an action that took place in the past, 
perhaps customarily, but now that action no longer customarily takes place:  

 We used to take long vacation trips with the whole family.  

The spelling of this verb is a problem for some people because the "-ed" ending quite naturally 
disappears in speaking: "We yoostoo take long trips." But it ought not to disappear in writing. 
There are exceptions, though. When the auxiliary is combined with another auxiliary, did, the 
past tense is carried by the new auxiliary and the "-ed" ending is dropped. This will often 
happen in the interrogative: 

 Didn't you use to go jogging every morning before breakfast?  
 It didn't use to be that way.  

Used to can also be used to convey the sense of being accustomed to or familiar with 
something: 

 The tire factory down the road really stinks, but we're used to it by now.  
 I like these old sneakers; I'm used to them.  

Used to is best reserved for colloquial usage; it has no place in formal or academic text. 
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Modal Chart 
 

Modal Past Modal Negative Negative Past 

Can Could Can’t, can not Couldn’t, could not 

Could Could have Couldn’t, could not Couldn’t have, could not 
have 

Will Would Won’t, will not Wouldn’t, would not 

Would Would have Wouldn’t, would not Wouldn’t have, would 
not have 

May May have May not May not have 

Might Might have Might not Might not have 

Should Should have Should not Should not have 

Must Must have, had to Mustn’t , must not Must not have 

Ought to Ought to have Ought not to Ought not to have 

Have to                  
Has to Had to Don’t have to, doesn’t 

have to 
Didn’t have to   didn’t 
have to 

Have got to 
Has got to 

   

Be going to 
Be supposed to 

Was/were 
Is/am/are/not going to 
Isn’t/aren’t/am not 
supposed to 

Wasn’t/weren’t going 
to, wasn’t/weren’t 
supposed to 

Be able to Was/were able to Isn’t/aren’t able to Wasn’t/weren’t able to 

Be to Was/were to Is/am/are not to Was/were not to 

Need to 
Needs to 

Needed to Doesn’t need to Didn’t need to 
Needn’t 

Had better  Had bette not  

Used to  Didn’t use to  

Be about to Was/were about to Is/am/are not about to Wasn’t/weren’t about to 

Would rather Would rather have Would rather not Would rather not have 
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Plurals and Apostrophes 

We use an apostrophe to create plural forms in two limited situations: for pluralized letters 
of the alphabet and when we are trying to create the plural form of a word that refers to the 
word itself. Here we also should italicize this "word as word," but not the 's ending that 
belongs to it. Do not use the apostrophe+s to create the plural of acronyms (pronounceable 
abbreviations such as laser and IRA and URL*) and other abbreviations. (A possible exception 
to this last rule is an acronym that ends in "S": "We filed four NOS's in that folder.")  

 Jeffrey got four A's on his last report card.  
 Towanda learned very quickly to mind her p's and q's.  
 You have fifteen and's in that last paragraph. 

Notice that we do not use an apostrophe -s to create the plural of a word-in-itself. For instance, 
we would refer to the "ins and outs" of a mystery, the "yeses and nos" of a vote (NYPL 
Writer's Guide to Style and Usage), and we assume that Theodore Bernstein knew what he was 
talking about in his book Dos, Don'ts & Maybes of English Usage. We would also write "The 
shortstop made two spectacular outs in that inning." But when we refer to a word-as-a-word, 
we first italicize it — I pointed out the use of the word out in that sentence. — and if necessary, 
we pluralize it by adding the unitalicized apostrophe -s — "In his essay on prepositions, Jose 
used an astonishing three dozen out's." This practice is not universally followed, and in 
newspapers, you would find our example sentence written without italics or apostrophe: "You 
have fifteen ands in that last paragraph."  

Some abbreviations have embedded plural forms, and there are often inconsistencies in 
creating the plurals of these words. The speed of an internal combustion engine is measured in 
"revolutions per minute" or rpm (lower case) and the efficiency of an automobile is reported in 
"miles per gallon" or mpg (no "-s" endings). On the other hand, baseball players love to 
accumulate "runs batted in," a statistic that is usually reported as RBIs (although it would not 
be terribly unusual to hear that someone got 100 RBI last year — and some baseball 
commentators will talk about "ribbies," too). Also, the U.S. military provides "meals ready to 
eat" and those rations are usually described as MREs (not MRE). When an abbreviation can be 
used to refer to a singular thing — a run batted in, a meal ready-to-eat, a prisoner of war — it's 
surely a good idea to form the plural by adding "s" to the abbreviation: RBIs, MREs, POWs. 
(Notice that no apostrophe is involved in the formation of these plurals. Whether abbreviations 
like these are formed with upper- or lower-case letters is a matter of great mystery; only your 
dictionary editor knows for sure.) 

Notice, furthermore, that we do not use an apostrophe to create plurals in the following: 

 The 1890s in Europe are widely regarded as years of social decadence.  
 I have prepared 1099s for the entire staff.  
 Rosa and her brother have identical IQs, and they both have PhDs from Harvard. 

Authority for this last paragraph: Keys for Writers: A Brief Handbook by Ann Raimes. Houghton Mifflin: New York. 
1996. 

--- 
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Singular Subjects, Plural Predicates, etc. 

We frequently run into a situation in which a singular subject is linked to a plural predicate: 

 My favorite breakfast is cereal with fruit, milk, orange juice, and toast. 

Sometimes, too, a plural subject can be linked to singular predicate: 

 Mistakes in parallelism are the only problem here.  

In such situations, remember that the number (singular or plural) of the subject, not the 
predicate, determines the number of the verb. See the section on Subject-Verb Agreement for 
further help. 

A special situation exists when a subject seems not to agree with its predicate. For instance, 
when we want each student to see his or her counselor (and each student is assigned to only 
one counselor), but we want to avoid that "his or her" construction by pluralizing, do we say 
"Students must see their counselors" or "Students must see their counselor"? The singular 
counselor is necesssary to avoid the implication that students have more than one counselor 
apiece. Do we say "Many sons dislike their father or fathers"? We don't mean to suggest that 
the sons have more than one father, so we use the singular father. Theodore Bernstein, in Dos, 
Don'ts and Maybes of English Usage, says that "Idiomatically the noun applying to more than 
one person remains in the singular when (a) it represents a quality or thing possessed in 
common ("The audience's curiosity was aroused"); or (b) it is an abstraction ("The judges 
applied their reason to the problem"), or (c) it is a figurative word ("All ten children had a 
sweet tooth") (203). Sometimes good sense will have to guide you. We might want to say 
"Puzzled, the children scratched their head" to avoid the image of multi-headed children, but 
"The audience rose to their foot" is plainly ridiculous and about to tip over. 

In "The boys moved their car/cars," the plural would indicate that each boy owned a car, the 
singular that the boys (together) owned one car (which is quite possible). It is also possible that 
each boy owned more than one car. Be prepared for such situations, and consider carefully the 
implications of using either the singular or the plural. You might have to avoid the problem by 
going the opposite direction of pluralizing: moving things to the singular and talking about 
what each boy did. 

Articles, determiners, and quantifiers are those little words that precede and modify nouns:  

the teacher, a college, a bit of honey, that person, those people, whatever purpose, either 
way, your choice 

Sometimes these words will tell the reader or listener whether we're referring to a specific or 
general thing (the garage out back; A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!); sometimes 
they tell how much or how many (lots of trees, several books, a great deal of confusion). The 
choice of the proper article or determiner to precede a noun or noun phrase is usually not a 
problem for writers who have grown up speaking English, nor is it a serious problem for non-
native writers whose first language is a romance language such as Spanish. For other writers, 
though, this can be a considerable obstacle on the way to their mastery of English. In fact, 
some students from eastern European countries — where their native language has either no 
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articles or an altogether different system of choosing articles and determiners — find that these 
"little words" can create problems long after every other aspect of English has been mastered. 

Determiners are said to "mark" nouns. That is to say, you know a determiner will be followed 
by a noun. Some categories of determiners are limited (there are only three articles, a handful 
of possessive pronouns, etc.), but the possessive nouns are as limitless as nouns themselves. 
This limited nature of most determiner categories, however, explains why determiners are 
grouped apart from adjectives even though both serve a modifying function. We can imagine 
that the language will never tire of inventing new adjectives; the determiners (except for those 
possessive nouns), on the other hand, are well established, and this class of words is not going 
to grow in number. These categories of determiners are as follows: the articles (an, a, the — 
see below; possessive nouns (Joe's, the priest's, my mother's); possessive pronouns, (his, your, 
their, whose, etc.); numbers (one, two, etc.); indefinite pronouns (few, more, each, every, 
either, all, both, some, any, etc.); and demonstrative pronouns. The demonstratives (this, that, 
these, those, such) are discussed in the section on Demonstrative Pronouns. Notice that the 
possessive nouns differ from the other determiners in that they, themselves, are often 
accompanied by other determiners: "my mother's rug," "the priests's collar," "a dog's life." 

This categorization of determiners is based on Understanding English Grammar by Martha Kolln. 4rth Edition. 
MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994.  

Some Notes on Quantifiers 

Like articles, quantifiers are words that precede and modify nouns. They tell us how many or 
how much. Selecting the correct quantifier depends on your understanding the distinction 
between Count and Non-Count Nouns. For our purposes, we will choose the count noun trees 
and the non-count noun dancing: 

The following quantifiers will work with count nouns: 
 many trees 
 a few trees 
 few trees 
 several trees 
 a couple of trees 
 none of the trees 

 
The following quantifiers will work with non-count nouns: 

 not much dancing 
 a little dancing 
 little dancing 
 a bit of dancing 
 a good deal of dancing 
 a great deal of dancing 
 no dancing 

 
The following quantifiers will work with both count and non-count nouns: 

 all of the trees/dancing 
 some trees/dancing 
 most of the trees/dancing 
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 enough trees/dancing 
 a lot of trees/dancing 
 lots of trees/dancing 
 plenty of trees/dancing 
 a lack of trees/dancing  

In formal academic writing, it is usually better to use many and much rather than phrases such 
as a lot of, lots of and plenty of.  

There is an important difference between "a little" and "little" (used with non-count words) 
and between "a few" and "few" (used with count words). If I say that Tashonda has a little 
experience in management that means that although Tashonda is no great expert she does have 
some experience and that experience might well be enough for our purposes. If I say that 
Tashonda has little experience in management that means that she doesn't have enough 
experience. If I say that Charlie owns a few books on Latin American literature that means that 
he has some some books — not a lot of books, but probably enough for our purposes. If I say 
that Charlie owns few books on Latin American literature, that means he doesn't have enough 
for our purposes and we'd better go to the library. 

Unless it is combined with of, the quantifier "much" is reserved for questions and negative 
statements:  

 Much of the snow has already melted.  
 How much snow fell yesterday?  
 Not much. 

Note that the quantifier "most of the" must include the definite article the when it modifies a 
specific noun, whether it's a count or a non-count noun: "most of the instructors at this college 
have a doctorate"; "most of the water has evaporated." With a general plural noun, however 
(when you are not referring to a specific entity), the "of the" is dropped: 

 Most colleges have their own admissions policy.  
 Most students apply to several colleges. 

Authority for this last paragraph: The Scott, Foresman Handbook for Writers by Maxine Hairston and John J. 

Ruszkiewicz. 4th ed. HarperCollins: New York. 1996. Examples our own. 

An indefinite article is sometimes used in conjunction with the quantifier many, thus joining a 
plural quantifier with a singular noun (which then takes a singular verb): 

 Many a young man has fallen in love with her golden hair.  
 Many an apple has fallen by October. 

This construction lends itself to a somewhat literary effect (some would say a stuffy or archaic 
effect) and is best used sparingly, if at all. 
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Tense Chart 

Tense 
Affirmative/Negative/ 

Question 
Use Signal Words 

Simple 
Present  

A: He speaks. 
N: He does not speak. 
Q: Does he speak?  

action in the present taking 
place once, never or 
several times facts  
actions taking place one 
after another  
action set by a timetable or 
schedule  

always, every …, 
never, normally, 
often, seldom, 
sometimes, usually 
if sentences type I (If 
I talk, …)  

Present 
Progressive  

A: He is speaking. 
N: He is not speaking. 
Q: Is he speaking?  

action taking place in the 
moment of speaking  
action taking place only for 
a limited period of time  
action arranged for the 
future  

at the moment, just, 
just now, Listen!, 
Look!, now, right 
now  

Simple Past  
A: He spoke. 
N: He did not speak. 
Q: Did he speak?  

action in the past taking 
place once, never or 
several times  
actions taking place one 
after another  
action taking place in the 
middle of another action  

yesterday, 2 minutes 
ago, in 1990, the 
other day, last Friday 
if sentence type II (If 
I talked, …)  

Past 
Progressive  

A: He was speaking. 
N: He was not speaking. 
Q: Was he speaking? 

action going on at a certain 
time in the past  
actions taking place at the 
same time  
action in the past that is 
interrupted by another 
action  

when, while, as long 
as  

Present 
Perfect 
Simple  

A: He has spoken. 
N: He has not spoken. 
Q: Has he spoken?  

putting emphasis on the 
result  
action that is still going on  
action that stopped recently  
finished action that has an 
influence on the present  
action that has taken place 
once, never or several times 
before the moment of 
speaking  

already, ever, just, 
never, not yet, so far, 
till now, up to now  
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Present 
Perfect 
Progressive  

A: He has been speaking. 
N: He has not been 
speaking. 
Q: Has he been 
speaking?  

putting emphasis on the 
course or duration (not 
the result)  
action that recently stopped 
or is still going on  
finished action that 
influenced the present  

all day, for 4 years, 
since 1993, how 
long?, the whole 
week  

Past Perfect 
Simple  

A: He had spoken. 
N: He had not spoken. 
Q: Had he spoken?  

action taking place before a 
certain time in the past  
sometimes interchangeable 
with past perfect 
progressive  
putting emphasis only on 
the fact (not the duration)  

already, just, never, 
not yet, once, until 
that day 
if sentence type III (If 
I had talked, …)  

Past Perfect 
Progressive  

A: He had been 
speaking. 
N: He had not been 
speaking. 
Q: Had he been 
speaking?  

action taking place before a 
certain time in the past  
sometimes interchangeable 
with past perfect simple  
putting emphasis on the 
duration or course of an 
action  

for, since, the whole 
day, all day  

Future I 
Simple  

A: He will speak. 
N: He will not speak.  
Q: Will he speak?  

action in the future that 
cannot be influenced  
spontaneous decision  
assumption with regard to 
the future  

in a year, next …, 
tomorrow 
If-Satz Typ I (If you 
ask her, she will help 
you.) 
assumption: I think, 
probably, we 
might …, perhaps  

Future I 
Simple  

(going to) 

A: He is going to speak. 
N: He is not going to 
speak. 
Q: Is he going to speak?  

decision made for the 
future  
conclusion with regard to 
the future  

in one year, next 
week, tomorrow  

Future I 
Progressive  

A: He will be speaking. 
N: He will not be 
speaking. 
Q: Will he be speaking?  

action that is going on at a 
certain time in the future  
action that is sure to happen 
in the near future  

in one year, next 
week, tomorrow  
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Future II 
Simple  

A: He will have spoken. 
N: He will not have 
spoken. 
Q: Will he have spoken?  

action that will be finished 
at a certain time in the 
future  

by Monday, in a 
week  

Future II 
Progressive  

A: He will have been 
speaking. 
N: He will not have been 
speaking. 
Q: Will he have been 
speaking?  

action taking place before a 
certain time in the future  
putting emphasis on the 
course of an action  

for …, the last couple 
of hours, all day long  

Conditional I 
Simple  

A: He would speak. 
N: He would not speak. 
Q: Would he speak? 

action that might take place  
if sentences type II 
(If I were you, I 
would go home.)  

Conditional I 
Progressive  

A: He would be 
speaking. 
N: He would not be 
speaking. 
Q: Would he be 
speaking?  

action that might take place  
putting emphasis on the 
course / duration of the 
action  

  

Conditional II 
Simple  

A: He would have 
spoken. 
N: He would not have 
spoken. 
Q: Would he have 
spoken? 

action that might have taken 
place in the past  

if sentences type III 
(If I had seen that, I 
would have helped.)  

Conditional II 
Progressive  

A: He would have been 
speaking. 
N: He would not have 
been speaking. 
Q: Would he have been 
speaking?  

action that might have taken 
place in the past  
puts emphasis on the course 
/ duration of the action  

 

 
 

---
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(Linguistics) 
Morphology: 

It is known as a systematic study of morphemes join to form words. It is the grammar 
of words and word forms. It tells us, for example, there are different classes of words (nouns, 
verbs and so on) and that some words can take different forms (tree, trees; go, going).The 
following are some of the entries that deal with aspects of morphology: 
 Morph – allomorph – morpheme 
 Root and stem 
 Affix – derivational – inflectional 
 Grammar units 
 Word class 
Morph: 
 The term ‘morph’ means shape. Any minimal phonetic form that has meaning is a 
morph. For instance - /bʌs/ - /iz/, /b℧ʃ/ - /iz/, /kæp/ -/s/, /bɔi/ - /z/ are all morphs. 
Allomorph: 
 Those morphs which belong to the same morpheme are called allomorphs of that 
morpheme; for instance /s/, /z/ and /iz/ are allomorphs of the plural morpheme [e(s)]. It may be 
represented not by the same morph but by different morph in different environment as stated 
above. one possible form of a particular morpheme. The forms /s/ , /z/ and /ɪz/ in cats, dogs and 
horses are allomorphs of the plural ending s. 
Allomorphs of plural morpheme: 
/s/ sound with voiceless consonants other than /s/, /ʧ/, /ʃ/: 
cats - /kæts/, books - /b℧ks/, caps - /kæps/ 
/z/ sound with voiced consonants & vowels other than / ʤ /, /z/, /ʒ/: 
boys - /bɔiz/, bags - /bægz/ 
/iz/ with sibilant sounds as /b℧siz/ - /b℧ʃiz/, /ʧɜ:ʧiz/ 
Allomorphs of past morpheme: 
There are three allomorphs fall under this category. They are /t/, /d/ and /id/ 
/t/ after voiceless consonants other than /t/ as: looked - /l℧kt/, asked - / ɑ:skt/ 
/d/ after voiced sounds other than /d/ as: loved - /lʌvd/, bagged - /bægd/ 
/id/ after morphs ending in /t/ and /d/ as:wanted - /wɔntid/, wedded - /wedid/ 
Morpheme: 

Morphemes combine to form words. A word may consist of a single morpheme or a 
number of morphemes. It is the smallest unit of meaning that a word can be divided into. 
The word ‘like’ contains one morpheme but ‘un-like-ly’ contains three. Being the smallest 
unit, it can’t be divided any further. 
Free morpheme and bound morpheme: 

Those morphemes that can occur by themselves as words e.g. ‘what’ and ‘ever’ in 
whatever are called free morphemes. On the other hand, morphemes that can’t occur by 
themselves as words and must be attached to a free morpheme e.g. dis- in dishonest is called 
bound morpheme. bound morphemes are further divided into prefixes and suffixes. 
Affixes: 

Affix is an incomplete word-part that attached either to the beginning or to the end of 
an other word as un-known and look-ed. When they attach to the beginning of words, in which 
case they are called ‘prefixes’ and when they attach to the ends of words, in which case they 
are called ‘suffixes’. Most affixes help us to derive words of one meaning from words of 
another meaning (unlock from lock), words of one word class from words of another word 
class (the word enjoy from the noun joy). These affixes are called derivational affixes. They 
may be prefixes or suffixes. A third function of affixes is to change words of one grammar 
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form into words of another grammar form (dog into dogs). These type of affixes are called 
inflections. All inflections are suffixes. 
 
Derivational affixes: 

They modify the meaning of the words to which they are attached. They are either 
prefixes or suffixes. Derivations also differ from inflections in that they often change the part 
of speech of the word to which they are attached. These are, therefore, known as lexical 
affixes. These affixes can be categorised into class changing and class maintaining, two 
groups. 
Derivational prefixes: 

These prefixes are attached to the  beginning of a word and they modify its meaning. Given 
below are the main groups of class maintaining prefixes: 
 Negatives: un-known, in-justice, dis-agree, non-violent, il-legal, ir-relevant and  
im-possible. 
Reversative/privative: un-do, de-code, dis-connect. 
Pejorative: mis-behave, mal-adjust, pseudo-scientific. 
Number: mono-lingual, bi-gamy, tri-colour, multi-media, poly-gamy. 
Time and order: ex-minister, fore-fathers, post-paid, pre-paid. 
Location: sub-way, inter-national, trans-plant. 
Attitude or position: co-operate, anti-social, pro-student. 
Rank, size and order: super-natural, sur-charge, ultra-violet. 
Class-changing prefixes: 
 In a few cases, prefixes do affect the part of speech of the word. The function of such 
prefixes is mainly grammatical and they do not carry any special meanings. Such prefixes 
are also called conersion prefixes. As: be-friend, en-joy, em-power, a-sleep. 
Derivational suffixes: 
 These suffixes are attached to the end of a word. First we’ll describe those suffixes that 
don’t bring about a change in the part of speech of the word they are attached to. 
Derivational suffixes don’t affect stress. 
Class maintaining suffixes: 
Bag-age, king-dom, slave-ery, boy-hood, hero-ism, member-ship, teenage-er, book-let, 
engine-er, go-ing. 
Class changing suffixes: 
Free-dom, false-hood, sweet-ness, wide-th, refuse-al, close-ure, pay-ee, play-er, editor-ial, 
care-ful, suit-able 
Inflectional affixes: 

These affixes are known as inflectional morphology. They can be added only to the 
right most edge of words. No other suffixes can be added to a word after an infectional 
suffix has been added. They do not change the part of speech of the word to which they are 
added, but indicate grammatical relationship. All inflectionals are suffixes. These are also 
called grammatical affixes. 
Main inflectional affixes: 
Plural -s with nouns: persons, boys, trees. 
Possessive (genitive) –‘s or –s’ with nouns: girl’s, girls’. 
3rd person singular –s with verbs: carries, plays. 
Past tense marker –d: carried, played. 
Past participle with –en: eaten, taken, written. 
Present participle with –ing: working, reading. 
Comparative –er with adjectives and adverbs: higher, sweeter. 
Superlative –est with adjectives and adverbs: highest, sweetest. 
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Prefixes showing quantity 

 Meaning Prefixes in English Words 

 half semiannual, hemisphere 

 one unicycle, monarchy, monorail 

 two binary, bimonthly, dilemma, dichotomy 

 hundred century, centimeter, hectoliter 

 thousand millimeter, kilometer 

Prefixes showing negation 

 
without, no, 
not 

asexual, anonymous, illegal, immoral, invalid, 
irreverent, unskilled 

 
not, absence 
of, opposing, 
against 

nonbreakable, antacid, antipathy, contradict 

 
opposite to, 
complement 
to 

counterclockwise, counterweight 

 

do the 
opposite of, 
remove, 
reduce 

dehorn, devitalize, devalue 

 
do the 
opposite of, 
deprive of 

disestablish, disarm 

 wrongly, bad misjudge, misdeed 

Prefixes showing time 

 before antecedent, forecast, precede, prologue 

 after postwar 

 again rewrite, redundant 

Prefixes showing direction or position 

 above, over supervise, supererogatory 

 across, over transport, translate 

 below, under infrasonic, infrastructure, subterranean, hypodermic 

 in front of proceed, prefix 

 behind recede 

 out of erupt, explicit, ecstasy 

 into injection, immerse, encourage, empower 

 around circumnavigate, perimeter 

 
with coexist, colloquy, communicate, consequence, 

correspond, sympathy, synchronize 
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Authority for this table: The Little, Brown Handbook by H. Ramsay Fowler and Jane E. Aaron, & Kay 
Limburg. 6th ed. HarperCollins: New York. 1995. By permission of Addison-Wesley Educational Publishers 
Inc.  

Suffixes, on the other hand, modify the meaning of a word and frequently determine its 
function within a sentence. Take the noun nation, for example. With suffixes, the word 
becomes the adjective national, the adverb nationally, and the verb nationalize.  

See what words you can come up with that use the following suffixes. 

 Typical noun suffixes are -ence, -ance, -or, -er, -ment, -list, -ism, -ship, -ency, -

sion, -tion, -ness, -hood, -dom 

 Typical verb suffixes are -en, -ify, -ize, -ate 

 Typical adjective suffixes are -able, -ible, -al, -tial, -tic, -ly, -ful, -ous, -tive, -less, 

-ish, -ulent  

The adverb suffix is -ly (although not all words that end in -ly are adverbs—like friendly) 
 
SOME RULES AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT SPELLING 
Everyone who has difficulty with spelling words correctly can derive some comfort from 
knowing that some very good writers have been notoriously bad spellers. It's also comforting 
to bad spellers to know that this business of spelling seems to have little to do with 
intelligence. It has more to do with how we remember things. Some people, once they've seen 
a word spelled correctly, will never misspell that word again. Those are the people who, if you 
ask them how to spell a word, will first say, "Wait a second. Let me write it down." If you are 
not a strong visual learner, but learn in other ways, you will have to learn some other tricks to 
become a strong speller.  

The following suggestions about spelling are only that—suggestions. Spelling, like vocabulary 
building, is ultimately a personal matter, and only a planned and sustained effort to improve 
spelling will have the desired results. 
 

British Spellings 

Writers who grow up in England, Canada, the Barbados, or any place where spelling habits 
conform to British preferences will be perplexed when the word colour comes back from an 
American instructor with a slash mark through the u. When Noah Webster started putting his 
dictionary together, he thought it would be a good idea to simplify some English spelling and 
that -our was one ending he thought we Americans could do without. Standard American 
spelling, ever since then, has been sometimes different from British, and it extends to other 
words as well. A good dictionary, even a good American dictionary, should account for these 
differences. Instructors should also be equipped to account for them, if not to allow for them. 
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American 
Spelling 

British 
Spelling 

canceled cancelled 

center centre 

check cheque 

color colour 

criticize criticise 

gray grey 

humor humour 

judgment judgement 

labor labour 

license licence 

realize realise 

theater theatre 

tire tyre 

valor valour 

 

Rule # 1: “I before E except after C”; 

This rule, designed to help us remember how to spell words such as receive and chief, seems so 
promising in its simplicity at first. 

 achieve, believe, bier, brief, hygiene, grief, thief, friend, grieve, chief, fiend, 
patience, pierce, priest  

 ceiling, conceive, deceive, perceive, receipt, receive, deceit, conceit  

But then things get complicated: it doesn't work with words pronounced "ay" as in neighbor, 
freight, beige, sleigh, weight, vein, and weigh and there are many exceptions to the rule: either, 
neither, feint, foreign, forfeit, height, leisure, weird, seize, and seizure. 

Still, the rule is relatively simple and worth remembering. 

Rule # 2: “Dropping Final E” 

When adding an ending to a word that ends with a silent e, drop the final e if the ending begins 
with a vowel: 

 advancing  
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 surprising  

However, if the ending begins with a consonant, keep the final e: 

 advancement  
 likeness  

(However, if the silent e is preceded by another vowel, drop the e when adding any ending: 
argument, argued, truly.) 

Exceptions: to avoid confusion and mispronunciation, the final e is kept in words such as 
mileage and words where the final e is preceded by a soft g or c: changeable, courageous, 
manageable, management, noticeable. (The word management, for example, without that e 
after the g, would be pronounced with a hard g sound.) 

Rule # 3: “Dropping Final Y” 

When adding an ending to a word that ends with y, change the y to i when it is preceded by a 
consonant. 

 supply becomes supplies  
 worry becomes worried  
 merry becomes merrier  

This does not apply to the ending -ing, however.  

 crying  
 studying  

Nor does it apply when the final y is preceded by a vowel. 

 obeyed  
 saying  

Rule # 4: “Doubling Final Consonants” 

When adding an ending to a word that ends in a consonant, we double that consonant in many 
situations. First, we have to determine the number of syllables in the word. 

Double the final consonant before adding an ending that begins with a vowel when the last 
syllable of the word is accented and that syllable ends in a single vowel followed by a single 
consonant. 

 submit is accented on the last syllable and the final consonant is preceded by a 
vowel, so we double the t before adding, for instance, an -ing or -ed: submitting, 
submitted.  

 flap contains only one syllable which means that it is always accented. Again, the 
last consonant is preceded by a vowel, so we double it before adding, for instance, 
an -ing or -ed: flapping, flapped. This rule does not apply to verbs that end with 
"x," "w," "v," and "y," consonants that cannot be doubled (such as "box" [boxing] 
and "snow" [snowing]).  
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 open contains two syllables and the last syllable is preceded by a single vowel, 
but the accent falls on the first syllable, not the last syllable, so we don't double 
the n before adding an ending: opening, opened.  

 refer contains two syllables and the accent falls on the last syllable and a single 
vowel precedes the final consonant, so we will double the r before adding an 
ending, as in referring, referral. The same would apply to begin, as in beginner, 
beginning.  

 relent contains two syllables, but the final consonant is preceded by another 
consonant, not a vowel, so we do not double the t before adding an ending: 
relented, relenting.  

 deal looks like flap (above), but the syllable ends in a consonant preceded not by 
a single vowel, but by two vowels, so we do not double the final l as in dealer and 
dealing. The same would apply, then, to despair: despairing, despaired.  

Rule # 5: “Adding Prefixes” 

Generally, adding a prefix to a word does not change its spelling. For some reason, the word 
misspelling is one of the most often misspelled words in English. See the material on adding 
prefixes in the section on Vocabulary. See, also, the section on the creation and spelling of 
Compound Nouns and Modifiers. 

 unnecessary, dissatisfied, disinterested, misinform  

Working on Your Spelling 

Improving your spelling skills is largely a matter of personal commitment: looking up a word 
you're not sure of, keeping the dictionary at hand, keeping a list of words you know you have 
trouble with.  

One site on the World Wide Web is particularly helpful in spelling: the Scripps-Howard 
National Spelling Bee Home-Page. A section on that page, called "Carolyn's Corner" is 
especially helpful in terms of discovering and understanding the rather obscure rules and 
patterns that govern spelling. ("Carolyn's Corner" takes the summer months off.) 

Frequently misspelled words: 

The spelling quizzes below are based on lists of frequently misspelled words. 

1. What is its color? It's green. It's been a long, long time. 

These come first, out of alphabetical order, because they're the champs, surely the most 

often confused words in English! Remember, it's means it is or it has! Use its to show 

possession. 

2. The abhorrent individual was spurned by his fellow citizens because of his aberrant 

behavior. 

3. With her speaking skills, she has the ability to fill the auditorium to its capacity.  

4. The minister adjured his wayward congregation to abjure the sins of the flesh. 
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5. I would accept your excuse, except the part about losing the watch. 

6. The number of students who wanted access to the computer labs was in excess of two 

hundred. 

7. The government would often adopt policies that required people to adapt to a harsh 

regime. 

8. The trouble with many adolescents is that they never seem to grow out of 

adolescence. 

9. I need your advice. Please advise me on this.  

10. The teacher's aide more than once came to the aid of her supervisor. [AIDS, the 

acronym for Acquired Immuno-Deficiency Syndrome, is spelled in all caps.] 

11. She was confused, displaying ambivalent feelings about the ambiguous situation 

they'd gotten into. 

12. Sometimes it seems more shocking to be amoral than to be immoral . 

13. After we have the jeweler appraise the diamond, we will apprise you of its value. 

14. As (as opposed to like) — see like  

15. When they got the assent of the weather bureau, they allowed the enormous balloon 

to begin its ascent. [N.B. The word accent — what we hear in one's speech — has no 

"s."] 

16. Aural — see oral  

17. Awake — see wake  

18. I am averse to traveling in such adverse weather conditions. 

19. Afflict — see inflict  

20. We need a lot (two words!) of money. She will allot funds according to need. 

21. Are you all ready already, or do we have to wait for you? 

22. She would often allude to her childhood, when she would elude her brothers in a 

game of hide-and-seek. 

23. Allusion — see illusion  

24. In mock debates, we used to alternate sides, taking alternative positions. 

25. Government agencies tried to alleviate the effects of the depression. They attempted 

to ameliorate the job-seeking process. 

26. With amiable people like the Durwitzes, it's not unusual to have an amicable divorce. 

27. Among — see between  

28. The amount of money you make in a year depends on the number of deals you close. 

29. I am annoyed that my bad back seems to be aggravated by tension. [To aggravate 

means to make something worse which is already bad. I cannot be aggravated, but my 

injury can be.] 
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30. It's difficult to anticipate [prepare oneself for] things that one doesn't expect. 

 

31. Juan is apt to do something silly, something that will likely get him in trouble, or 

even something that he may be liable for in a court of law.  

32. She wanted a good lawyer, so I told her about my attorney.  

33. I'll be back in a while. Can you wait awhile? (Awhile [one word] is an adverb that can 

modify a verb.) 

34. He told a funny anecdote about mixing up his soda with the snake-bite antidote. 

35. The eager audience awaited the anxious, sweating performer. 

36. She felt bad about his behaving badly at the conference. [Use the adjective form with 

linking verbs.] 

37. The man who sings bass in the choir once played third base for the New York 

Yankees and is also an expert bass fisherman. 

38. She was afraid of him after seeing his bizarre behavior at the county's annual bazaar. 

39. Besides my unphotogenic aunt and uncle, there were fourteen other people standing 

beside the train station. 

40. He has divided the money between Carlos and his daughter. He has divided the rest 

of his property among his three brothers. [This distinction is not as important as some 

people think. See the usage of both words in your dictionary.] 

41. The economy seemed to slide backwards thanks to the backward government 

policies. ["Backward" can be either an adverb or an adjective; "backwards" can be only 

an adverb.] 

42. The activity of troops on the other side of the border belied the ambassador's sweet-

sounding entreaties for peace. (Should not be confused with "betray" or "evince." To 

"belie" something is not to reveal it as true but to show the apparent truth of something 

as being false.) 

43. Avoid using words like biennial (or bimonthly/biweekly) and biannual, and say that 

something happens twice a year/month/week or every other year/month/week. 

44. Blatant — see flagrant  

45. I was so bored at the Board of Trustees meeting that I fell asleep. 

46. She brought with her all the Christmas gifts she had recently bought. 

47. He will break the car brake if he keeps pushing on it like that. 

48. The breech of the gun slammed into his shoulder as he fired into the breach of the 

wall. 

49. Every breath counts, so breathe deeply now. 

50. The entire bridal party took a long and pleasant walk along the bridle path. 
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51. Bring — see take  

52. Some people confuse Calvary, the place where Jesus was crucified, with the word 

cavalry, which describes an army component, usually on horseback (or nowadays in 

helicopters). 

53. You may begin this exercise whenever you can get around to it. [In negative 

constructions, the word can can be used to express permission: You cannot go to the 

movies today.] 

54. You cannot blame him for screaming, "Damn it, Bob! You can not do that 

anymore!" 

55. We wore canvas shoes while we tried to canvass the entire neighborhood. 

56. Capacity — see ability  

57. We went over to the capitol to see the legislators. The capital of Connecticut is 

Hartford. The state is running out of capital. 

58. If a bride wants a diamond that weighs a carat, it will cost more than a carrot or a 

caret. 

59. The Board of Education has censured the high-school principal because he tried to 

censor the student newspaper. 

60. The Pilgrims acted with certitude on matters of faith; others required more certainty. 

61. Some people thought he was sweet and childlike in his innocence, but I always 

thought he was boorish and childish. 

62. I chose the red balloon. Now you choose a balloon of another color. 

 

63. The climactic moment of a lightning storm, nature's most dramatic climatic event, is 

a deafening roll of thunder. 

64. His clothes were made of cloths of many different colors. 

65. We used a coarse sandpaper, of course. 

66. She complimented her sister on the way her scarf complemented her blouse. 

67. Connecticut comprises eight counties. The system is constituted of twelve separate 

campuses. [If you say "comprised of," you've probably used the word incorrectly.] 

68. She was confident that her confidant had given her good information. 

69. Confounded by the instructor's ambiguous instructions, the students' problems were 

compounded by a lack of time to do the exam. 

70. The word guts denotes one's viscera, one's intestines, but it also connotes 

determination, fortitude, persistence, and courage. 

71. There was a terrible dinning noise coming from the dining room. 
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72. Since no one offered any dissent, we waited a decent interval and then began our 

descent to the lower floors. 

73. She didn't seem conscious of the fact that her husband has no conscience. 

74. Her family grew contemptuous of her contemptible behavior. 

75. These continual changes in our weather seem to be related to our continuous 

emissions of carbon-monoxide into the atmosphere. 

76. My mother will convince him that she is right. She will persuade him to keep 

working. 

77. She decided to seek the counsel [advice] of the Dorm Council. 

78. It didn't seem credible that such a creditable person would say such a horrible thing. 

79. At first there was only one criterion for becoming Chairperson, but then, suddenly, 

the Party imposed several other criteria. 

80. My favorite show, Seinfeld, is currently doing re-runs; the new episodes will begin 

presently. [The word presently used to mean "now," but nowadays most writers use it 

to mean "soon."] 

81. I kept a weekly diary during those years that I worked on the dairy farm. 

82. If you wish to seem demure, you will have to demur less vociferously. 

83. Denote — see connote  

84. Any cool dessert would taste great out here in the sandy desert. 

85. The prisoner tried to devise a clever device to help him escape. 

86. She thought her dog would die after it drank that bowl of blue dye. 

87. He went from a dilemma to a quandary. 

88. The conductor seemed discomfited on the podium by the rude, discomforting 

behavior of the visiting pianist. 

89. They kept their love affair discreet by living discrete lives.  

90. You will want a disinterested [impartial] judge. An uninterested [not interested] 

judge, however, is a liability. 

91. When asked to disassemble his old jalopy, Charles agreed, seeming to dissemble. 

92. Dissent — see decent  

93. Eager — see anxious  

94. What effect does this have on you? How does it affect you?  

95. It was part of the government's economic strategy to direct the military to purchase 

the most economical material available. 

96. When it comes to abbreviations of Latin words or phrases (e.g., etc., et al., sic.), wise 

writers use them sparingly (i.e., primarily when documenting resources and then only 

parenthetically) or not at all. [E.g. means for example, and it is usually better to use the 
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English phrase, for example. I.e. means that is. Because both abbreviations are almost 

invariably introductory modifiers, they are often followed by a comma, but some 

authorities say not to use the comma. Do not underline or italicize either of them.] 

97. We should elect a president before he or she selects members of the cabinet. 

98. How did the politicians plan to elicit these obviously illicit campaign funds without 

getting caught?  

99. Elude — see allude 

100. Emigrate — see immigrate  

101. They were afraid that this eminent figure in world politics was in imminent danger 

of being killed. 

102. She normally had great empathy for people she read about, but she had no sympathy 

for these boat people. 

103. The enormousness of his task seemed overwhelming, and then he found he must slay 

a dragon known for the enormity of his evildoings. 

104. He wanted to carve an epigram that he had seen used as an epigraph for his 

grandfather's epitaph. 

105. We would like to ensure good weather for our company picnic, but our insurance 

company won't insure good weather with an inexpensive policy. 

106. One sister liked bugs and studied entomology; the other liked words and went into 

etymology. 

107. He especially likes coffee ice-cream. Every week, his wife buys some specially for 

him. 

108. We use our everyday dishes every day. 

109. The choirboys exulted when they discovered they were to sing before such an exalted 

audience. 

110. Expect — see anticipate  

111. The general found it expedient to blame his lieutenants for the expeditious progress 

of the enemy. 

112. The document now makes explicit what had been only implicit in the shifty eyes of 

the negotiator. 

113. To what extent have they searched for the extant manuscripts of the Gettysburg 

Address? 

114. An extemporaneous speech is not the same thing as an impromptu speech. 

115. Nothing seemed to faze her as she went through the adolescent phase of her life. 
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116. When we say a man is literally an idiot, we don't necessarily mean he has a low I.Q.; 

we might be exaggerating, saying he is "virtually" an idiot. If we speak figuratively, 

calling him a pumpkin-head, we're using the language of analogy. 

117. He showed a flagrant disregard for public morals in his blatant errors of 

mismanagement. 

118. Flammable — see inflammable  

119. The football players seemed to flout the referees and continued to brazenly flaunt 

their silly, arrogant routine every time they scored. 

120. The horse-owners began to flounder about in the stands when they saw their horse 

founder right at the starting gate. [A flounder is a fish. A founder (noun) is what we 

call someone who establishes an institution (a church or community, for example). That 

person, we could say, has founded something (not to be confused with the past tense of 

to find: "She found the flashlight.")] 

121. She had a foreboding that she was about to meet up with her forbidding father. 

122. It was a foregone conclusion that the team would forgo all post-season tournaments.. 

123. The missionaries founded a church in an area they found congenial to their beliefs. 

124. I can run farther than you, but let's discuss that further after the race. 

 

125. She has fewer complaints, but she has less energy. 

126. Formerly, we met formally to discuss these matters. 

127. The soldiers of the fourth regiment bravely went forth. 

128. The prosecutor began to gibe the witness when the details of his story did not jibe 

with his previous testimony. [N.B. "Jive" (jargon of jazz musicians, street talk) is not a 

synonym for "jibe."] 

129. The guerilla soldiers eventually got used to living among the gorillas in the jungle. 

130. She's a good swimmer; she swims well. Aren't you feeling well? 

131. The grizzled old hunter chewed on a gristly piece of meat and told a grisly tale of 

being mauled by grizzly bears. 

132. A portrait of the last criminal to be hanged in Arizona was hung on her bedroom 

wall. 

133. They were certainly hardy lads and they worked up a hearty appetite on their twenty-

mile hike. 

134. Food can be called healthful if it helps us lead healthy lives. 

135. The movie's heroine died of an overdose of heroin. 

136. The publication of Morrison's first historical novel proved to be a historic event. 
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137. The trouble with the economy is that hordes of people are starting to hoard their 

money. 

138. A homonym is one of two or more words spelled and pronounced alike but different 

in meaning (as the noun quail and the verb quail). A homophone is one of two or more 

words pronounced alike but different in meaning or derivation or spelling (as the words 

to, too, and two). And, incidentally, a homograph is one of two or more words spelled 

alike but different in meaning or derivation or pronunciation (as the bow of a ship, a 

bow and arrow). The important distinction, then, is that words like the verb obJECT 

and the noun OBject are homographs but not homonyms — because they're not 

pronounced alike.  

139. In less than an hour, the voters in our town are going to vote for us. 

140. In preparing for his most spectacular illusion, the magician made an allusion to the 

magic of Houdini. 

141. They have immigrated to this city from all over eastern Europe; later on, they may 

decide to emigrate elsewhere. 

142. Immoral — see amoral  

143. Impromptu — see extemporaneous  

144. His language implies a prejudice against Native Americans; you can infer that from 

certain passages in his latest speech. [Check the Merriam-Webster's online dictionary 

before getting too excited over this distinction.] 

145. The incidence of incidents involving racist slurs has become intolerable. 

146. This incipient revolution seems to be based on the most stupid and insipid causes. 

147. He was incredulous that his brother could perform such incredible feats on the 

parallel bars. 

148. The scientists produced an indeterminate study concerning the indeterminable 

number of stars in the universe. 

149. He never lost his temper. He has tampered with the will. 

150. The deceased (dead) has left no issue. The deseased (affected with a deseased) sheep 

were examined. 

---
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Methods of Word Formation 

 
The users of a language have to be familiar with the myriad ways in which words are 

formed. The most important method of word formation is affixation. Apart form them there 
are several other methods by which new words are formed. Some or these methods are 
given below: 

1. Using affixes 
2. compound formation 
3. reduplication 
4. initialism 
5. acronyms 
6. clipping 
7. contraction 
8. elision 
9. blend (neologism) 
10. borrowings 
11. conversion 
12. inventions 
13. echoism 

1 Using affixes: 

Derivational Prefixes: 

(Class Maintaining): 

1) Negative prefixes: un-common, dis-honest, non-resident, il-legible, ir-regular, im-

possible, in-complete. 

2) Reversative or privative prefixes: dis-close, de-frost, un-do 

3) Pejorative prefixes (meaning wrong, false, bad): mis-lead, mal-practice, pseudo-

intellectual. 

4) Prefixes of numbers: mono-pthongs, uni-literal, bi-lingual, tri-cycle, multi-

purpose, poly-technique 

5) Prefixes of time and order: ex-president, post-humous, pre-war, re-apperar. 

6) Prefixes of location: sub-marine, inter-college, trans-atlantic. 

7) Prefixes of attitude: co-pilot, counter-attack, anti-clockwise, pro-indian. 

8) Prefixes of rank, size and order: arch-enemy, super-man, out-run, sur-charge, 

over-heat, under-estimate, hyper-sensitive, ultra-violet, mini-bus, micro-teaching 

(Class Changing): 

Be-head, en-danger, em-bitter, a-blaze. (noun to form verbs and verb to form adjectives) 

Derivational Suffixes (Class Maintaining): 

Bond-age, king-dom, child-hood, friend-ship, machine-ery, garden-er, book-let 

(Class Changing ): 

1) Noun to adjective: India-an, china-ese, beauty-ful, harm-less, friend-ly, child-like, 

child-ish, accident-al, virtu-ous. 

2) Adjective to noun: able-ity, happy-ness, brave-ery. 
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3) Noun to verbs: beauty-fy, wide-en, top-ple. 

4) Verb to noun: teach-er, establish-ment, drain-age, act-or, arrive-al. 

5) Verb to adverb: play-fully, sleep-ly. 

6) Adjective to adverb: nice-ly, back-wards. 

2 Compound formation: 

 Noun + noun: girl-friend, motor-cycle. 

 Noun + adjective: home-sick, duty-free. 

 Adjective + noun: read-light, white-house, green-house. 

 Verb + noun: break-fast, pick-pocket. 

 Preposition + verb: in-come, out-flow, out-look. 

 Preposition + noun: over-dose, up-stairs. 

 

3 Reduplication: 

 kit-kat, trin-trin, walkie-talkie. 

4 Initialism: 

 BBC, WHO, RIE 

5 Acronyms: 

 Radar, Aids. 

6 Clipping: 

 phone (telephone), flu (influenza) 

7 Contraction: 

 Mr. (mister), dept. (department) 

8 Elision: 

 I’ve (I have), bir’day (birthday) 

9 Blend: 

 brunch (breakfast + lunch) 

10 Conversion: 

 light (it is noun, adjective, verb and adverb) 

11 Borrowing: 

 shake, guru, papa 

12 Inventions: 

 X-ray, laser, astronaut 

13 Echoism: 

 click, tick, murmur, whisper 
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WORD FORMATION BY PREFFIXES AND SUFFIXES 
Less colourful and thus less obvious than foreign borrowing is word formation by affixes. As 
we saw in the sections on nouns and adjectives, an affix is a short verbal element, normally 
less than a full word, added before or after a root word. An affix added before the root word is 
a prefix; an affix added after the root word is a suffix. The simplicity of the process partly 
masks its importance as a source of new words; this section, therefore, will explain and 
illustrate some of the main patterns within the overall process of word formation by prefix and 
suffix. 
 
Prefixes 
A small number of positive and negative prefixes give large numbers of verbs, nouns and 
adjectives. The prefixes en- and in- add the positive sense of encouraging or instilling: 
 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 
Engage Engagement  Engaged/engaging 
Inspire Inspiration Inspired/inspirational 

 
The same effect is achieved by the prefixes em- and im-, which sometimes replace en- and in- 
when the root word begins with the letters b, p or m: 
 

Embarrass Embarrassment Embarrassed/embarrassing 
Implant Implantation Implanted/implanting 

 
The negative prefixes de- and dis- appear in: 
 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 
Derail Derailment Derailed 
Disobey Disobedience Disobedient 

 
Other negative prefixes are anti-, mis-, non- and un-. Anti- appears in nouns, adjectives and 
adverbs: antibiotics (noun), anticlock-wise (adjective and adverb), antisocially (adverb). Mis- 
appears in nouns, adjectives, verbs and in a few adverbs: mistake (noun and verb), mistaken 
(adjective), mistakenly (adverb). Non- can be added to large numbers of nouns and adjectives, 
as in: non-payment, non-alcoholic, and to a few adverbs, for examples, non-sensically. Un-,  as 
we noted above, is used mainly with adjectives and verbs: unfair(adjective), unfasten (verb), 
with some nouns: unconsciousness, unhappiness, and a few adverbs: unconditionally. 
Several Latin and Greek prefixes give us words for numbers: 

 
PREFIX MEANING WORDS 

Mono-, uni- One, single Monopoly, unison 

Bi-, di-, duo- Two, twice bilingual, diagonal, duet 

Tri- Three Triangle 

Quad-, tetra- Four Quadruped, tetrameter 

Quin- Five Quintuplet 

Hexa-, sex- Six  Hexagon, sextet 

Sept- Seven Septennial 

Oct-, octa-, octo- Eight Octave, octopus 
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Nona- Nine Nonagenarian 

Dec-, deci- Ten Decimal 

Cent-, hec-, hecta- Hundred Century, hectare 

Kilo-, mil- Thousand Kilometre, millimetre 

Giga- Billion Gigawatt 
 
Other Latin and Greek prefixes indicate quantity, size or scale: 
 

PREFIX MEANING WORDS 
Micro-, mini- Small Microscope, miniature 
Maxi-, mega- Large, great Maximum, megalomaniac 
Hyper-, super- Over, beyond Hyperbole (‘hype’), superhuman 
Sub- Under, less Submarine, sub-human 
Ultra- Beyond, Ultrasound, ultraviolet 

 
Some prefixes are occasionally used loosely in an attempt to impress readers or listeners; for 
example, an entertainer may be described as a megastar, a shopping area as a hypermarket, and 
a new gadget as ultramodern. 
Prefixes can indicate place, position or relationship: 
 
PREFIX MEANING WORDS 
Ad-, pro- To, towards Advance, proceed 
Retro- Back Retrospect, retro-rocket 
Intra- Inside Intravenous 
Inter- Between, among International, intermingle 
Extra- Outside Extraterrestrial 
Equi-, iso-, Equal Equilibrium, isobar 
Auto- Self, alone Autobiography 
Homo- Same Homonym, homosexual 
Hetero- Other, different Heterodox, heterosexual 
Dia-, per-, trans- Through, across Diameter, percolate, transport 
Pan- All Panrama 
Para- Alongside Parallel, para-medical 
Cata- Down, away Catacomb 
Ante-, pre- Before Antenatal, preediated 
Post- After Posthumous 
Tele-, telos- Farq Telescope 
 
The following Latin and Greek prefix indicate specific subject areas. Some of the examples 
show that Latin and Greek are still sources for new words in medicine, science and technology: 
 
PREFIX MEANING WORDS 

Aero- Air Aerodynamic, aerosol 

Anthropo- Man Anthropology 

Bio- Life Biology, biography 
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Eco- Habitat Ecology 

Electro- Electricity Electronics 

Fluor-, fluo- Flow Fluorescent, fluoride 

Haemo-, hemo- Blood Haemorrhage 

Neuro- Nerve Neurotic 

Optic-, opto Sight Optician 

Phil- Love of Philanthropy 

Proto- First Prototype 

Psycho- Mind Psychology 

Pyro- Fire Pyrotechnics 

Socio- Society Social 

Spectro- Sight, image Spectrograph 

Techno- Art, craft Technical, technology 

Therm-, thermo- Heat Thermometer 
 
The literal meaning of the prefix eco- is house, and is the basis of the word economy, which 
once meant household management. 
 
Suffixes 
Many of the suffixes in English modify rather than transform the meanings of the root words. 
For example, the suffixes –able and –ment extend or vary the meaning of the root word agree: 
agreeable, agreement; in contrast, the prefix dis- placed before the root word agree produces a 
word with the opposite meaning: disagree. Dozens of suffixes operate in this modifying way, 
from –acy, -ator and –ation to –ous, -urgy and –yte. 
One important group consists of the medical suffixes: 
 

SUFFIX MEANING WORD 

-algia Pain Neuralgia 

-ectomy Cutting out Appendectomy 

-itis Disease, inflammation Appendicitis, tonsillitis 

-lysis Loosening Paralysis 

-oma Tumour Carcinoma 

-osis Condition Thrombosis 

-scopy Examination Radioscopy 
 
Some suffixes are used in general as well as medical terms, and in extending the use of the 
suffixes –phil, -philia, -path, -pathy, -stat and others, the derivation from Greek or Latin is 
occasionally confused: 
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SUFFIX MEANING WORD 

-arium Place for Aquarium 

-cide Kill Homicide 

-gram, -graph, -graphy Writing Diagram, autograph, 
geography 

-mania Madness, obsession Maniac, kleptomania 

-naut, -nautic Sailor, voyager Astronaut 

-path, -pathos Feeling, disease Empathy, sympathy, 
pathology 

-phil, -philia Lover of Anglophile 

-phobia Dread Agoraphobia 

-scope Look, examine Microscope 

-stat Standing Thermostat 
 
Finally, a small number of suffixes appear in many hundreds of English words. The suffix –
ism covers a wide range of words indicating beliefs, theories, processes and characteristics: 
Baptism, hooliganism, modernism, optimism. 
 
A similar range of human activities can be expressed in words ending with the suffixes –logy 
and –ology, both of which originally meant words, and have come to mean the study of a given 
subject: 
Archaeology, demonology, mythology, zoology. 
 
Related to the –isms and the –ologies are the agent nouns, the –ists and the –ologists, that is, 
the people involved in the –ism or the –ology: 
Atheist, bigamist, pacifist, specialist, biologist, pathologist, psychologist, terrorist. 
 
One of the attractions of prefixes and suffixes is that they can be adapted to meet new 
developments. In science and medicine, for example, we now have: 
Antibiotics, computer graphics, interferometry, microbiology, neuro-surgery, 
superconductivity, thermonuclear energy, tomography, ultrasonics. 
 
When Greek and Latin prefixes and suffixes are applied to new developments in social affairs 
or in human behaviour, the application is often less precise, and in some neologisms the 
application is simply wrong or at best whimsical. The expressions bikeathon and swimathon, 
which are modelled on marathon and pentathlon, are amusing inventions. The neologisms 
chocoholic and workaholic are modelled on the word alcoholic, and they too are amusing if we 
note that the suffix in alcoholic is not –oholic but simply –ic. 
Some neologisms capture a new development so neatly that the words assume wide currency. 
For example, the expressions sexism and sexist, and ageism and ageist are so effective in 
expressing the ideas of discrimination on the grounds of sex or age that the new words may 
find a permanent place in standard English. So too could some of the hundreds of words that 
are coined every year: biohazard, destabilize, disinformation, Eurocuurrency, user-friendly, 
hyperinflation, megadeath, multi-task, optoelectronics, prequel, superovulation, telemarketing. 
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EPONYMS 
 

The word eponym means giving the name of a person to a place or an institution, and by 
extension the word has come to include objects and actions named after persons. Among the 
most obvious eponyms are place names; throughout the world there are thousands of streets 
and buildings and hundreds of towns that are named after eminent persons: explorers, 
politicians, generals, millionaires. Some commonplace, everyday eponyms are cardigan, the 
item of clothing named after James Thomas Brudenell, seventh Earl of Cardigan, who led the 
charge of the Light Brigade in the Crimean War; wellingtons, the boots named after Arthur 
Wellesley, first Duke of Wellington; sandwich, from John Montagu, fourth Earl of Sandwich, 
who was said to have been so obsessed by gambling that he had food in the form of 
sandwiches brought to him at the gaming table; mackintosh, also macintosh, from Charles 
Macintosh, who patented the waterproof  material from which the coats were once made; and 
stetson, the wide-brimmed hat designed by John Batterson Stetson for use in the American 
west and adopted later in Australia. 
Eponyms are fairly common in the fields of science and technology. In botany, for example, 
there are hundreds of eponymous plants, some of the best known being bougainvillaea, named 
after Louis Antoine de Bougainville, dahlia, named after Anders Dahl, and fuchsia, named 
after Leonhard Fuchs. In one botanical area alone, the names of different kinds of maple tree, 
there are the following: 
 
EPONYM    PERSONAL NAME 

Miyabe’s maple   Kingo Miyabe 

Lobel’s maple    Mathias de l’Obel 

Van Volxem’s maple   Van Volxem 

Trautvetter’s maple   Ernest von Heldreich 

Heldreich’s maple   Theodore von Heldreich 

Pere David’s maple   Armand David 

Forrest’s maple   George Forrest 

 
From the study of electricity we have: 
 
EPONYM    PERSONAL NAME 

Farad     Michael Faraday 

Hertz     Heinrich Hertz 

Joule     James Prescott Joule 

Maxwell    James Clerk Maxwell 

Ohm     Georg Simon Ohm 

Volt     Alessandro Volta 

Watt     James Watt 

 
---
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FOREIGN WORDS IN ENGLISH 
 

Most of the words we now use were adopted or derived from foreign languages Words that are 
adopted directly into English, with little or no change in the forms of the words, are sometimes 
known as borrowings or loan words, which are odd terms since the words will not be returned 
to the original languages, indeed, most of the words have been anglicized to the extent that 
they no longer seem foreign. 
English borrowed foreign words for various reasons. Sometimes the foreign word signified an 
object, or a concept, that did not exist in English, like the Latin words: 
font, pope, school, street, wine 
that the Anglo-Saxons adopted. Some words entered the language as a result of cultural contact 
and exchange, like that of the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings from around the year 900 when 
the two peoples began to live in peace in England. Norse nouns that entered the English 
language from that period include: 
dunt, fellow, law, leg, skin, skull. 
Many of the French words that entered English after 1066 were imposed on the English 
languages as part of the process of linguistic and cultural imperialism that followed the military 
imperialism. French words from this period include: 
loyal, royal, voyage, baptism, glory, saviour, mercy, victory. 
Most of the foreign words in English, or words that were once foreign, are borrowed or 
derived, that is adapted, from French, Latin and Greek and have been so completely 
assimilated into English that their non-English origins are usually forgotten, but from non-
European languages we have adopted many words that still look and sound foreign. British 
imperialism imposed the English language on large parts of the world, and in the post-imperial 
age the process continues through British and American commerce, the printed word, the 
communications and entertainment industries, and tourism. In this centuries-long process the 
English language in turn has adopted words from the indigenous languages. 
From native Americans we borrowed: 
moose, racoon, skunk, squaw, tomahawk, wigwam; 
from Arabic: 
almanac, arsenal, assassin, calibre, harem/hareem/harim, hashish, nadir, zenith, zero; 
from Hindi: 
bungalow, dinghy, dungarees, juggernaut, pyjamas, vernada/verandah; 
from Persian: 
azure, bazaar, caravan, shawl, tulip, turban; 
from Chinese: 
kowtow/kotow, tea, ketchup, mah-jong/mah-jongg; 
from Aboriginal Australian: 
boomerang, budgerigar, didgeridoo, kangaroo, kookaburra; 
and from Malay: 
amuck/amock/amok, kapok, orang-utan/utang/outang, sago sarong. 
 
A person’s wardrobe could be made up of loan words. The French languages gives us: 
beret, blouson, cagoul/cagoule, cravatte/cravat, culottes, pants (from pantalon). 
Inuit, or Eskimo, languages give us anorak and parka; German gives dirndl; Flemish 
duffel/duffle; Japanese kimono; and, as we saw above, Hindi gives dungarees and pyjamas, 
and Malay sarong. 
 
Plural Forms of Foreign Nouns 
The plural forms of some foreign nouns present some interesting inconsistencies. The fact that 
there are alternative spellings for some foreign words: 
harem/hareem/harim, orang-utan/orang-utang/outang 
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shows that these words have not yet been fully anglicized, but even when words seem to be 
firmly established in English there can still be uncertainly about the spellings of the plural 
forms. 
Some words borrowed from Latin have a singular form ending in –um and a plural form 
ending in –a: 
addendum/addenda, erratum/errata, memorandum/memoranda 
but some words in this group have been partly anglicized so that an English plural form ending 
in s and a Latin plural form ending in a are both used in educated speech and writing: 
gymnasiums/gymnasia, maximums/maxima, minimums/minima, referendums/referenda, 
stadiums/stadia. 
 
The plural forms of two other words in the same group, media and data, are now widely 
misused for the singular forms, medium and datum. A reason for the misuse is that both 
plurals, media and data, came to be used as collective nouns and so were regarded as singular 
in number, media for the news media and data for sets of information. Now media is 
sometimes wrongly used as a synonym for television. 
Latin nouns with the singular form ending in –x and the plural in –ices have also been 
anglicized so that either plural form is acceptable, although indices is the preferred plural 
spelling in mathematics: 
apex, apexes/apices, appendix, appendixes/appendices; index, indexes/indices. 
Latin nouns ending in –us remain tricky; some have been completely anglicized, some partly 
anglicized, and some not at all: 
focus, focuses/foci; nucleus, nuclei; opus, opera; syllabus, syllabuses/syallbi; terminus, termini; 
virus, viruses. 
Most Greek nouns with a singular form ending in –is have the plural ending –es: 
analysis, analyses; basis, bases; crisis, crises; emphasis, emphases; synopsis, synopses; thesis, 
theses. 
The misuse of the plural forms of two Greek nouns, criteria and phenomena, is similar to the 
misuse of data and media and for the same reason: criteria and phenomena are sometimes seen 
as collective, singular nouns. The correct singular forms are criterion and phenomenon. 
 
Foreign nouns with the singular form ending in –o can have the plural form ending in –s, -es or 
–i. Many of these nouns are borrowed from Italian, some are borrowed from Spanish and a few 
from Portuguese, but there is no consistency in the plural forms in English. Italian nouns, for 
example, include: 
fresco, frescos/frescoes; graffito, graffiti; inferno, infernos; manifesto, manifestos/manifestoes; 
volcano, volcanoes. 
Even in Italian musical nouns there are these variations: 
oratorio, oratorios; piano, pianos; piccolo, piccolos; temp, tempos/tempi; virtuoso, 
virtuosos/virtuosi. 
Spanish nouns present the same kind of inconsistency: 
cargo, cargoes; lasso, lassos/lassoes; potato, potatoes; sombrero, sombreros; tornado, 
tornadoes. 
And Portuguese nouns are equally inconsistent in English: 
buffalo, buffaloes; commando, commandoes; flamingo, flamingos/flamingoes. 
French singular nouns ending in –eau are also inconsistent in the plural; some endings have 
been partly anglicized to –s while others retain the French –x: 
Bureau, bureaux/bureaus; gateau, gateaux; plateau, plateaux/plateaus; tableau, tableaux. 
Unless you have a photographic memory for these variations you should use a spelling 
dictionary. 
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WHERE DOES COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING COME FROM? 

Its origins are many, insofar as one teaching methodology tends to influence the next. The 
communicative approach could be said to be the product of educators and linguists who had 
grown dissatisfied with the audiolingual and grammar-translation methods of foreign language 
instruction.  

They felt that students were not learning enough realistic, whole language. They did not know 
how to communicate using appropriate social language, gestures, or expressions; in brief, they 
were at a loss to communicate in the culture of the language studied. Interest in and 
development of communicative-style teaching mushroomed in the 1970s; authentic language 
use and classroom exchanges where students engaged in real communication with one another 
became quite popular.  

In the intervening years, the communicative approach has been adapted to the elementary, 
middle, secondary, and post-secondary levels, and the underlying philosophy has spawned 
different teaching methods known under a variety of names, including notional-functional, 
teaching for proficiency, proficiency-based instruction, and communicative language teaching.  

WHAT IS COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING?  

Communicative language teaching makes use of real-life situations that necessitate 
communication. The teacher sets up a situation that students are likely to encounter in real life. 
Unlike the audiolingual method of language teaching, which relies on repetition and drills, the 
communicative approach can leave students in suspense as to the outcome of a class exercise, 
which will vary according to their reactions and responses. The real-life simulations change 
from day to day. Students' motivation to learn comes from their desire to communicate in 
meaningful ways about meaningful topics.  

Margie S. Berns, an expert in the field of communicative language teaching, writes in 
explaining Firth's view that "language is interaction; it is interpersonal activity and has a clear 
relationship with society. In this light, language study has to look at the use (function) of 
language in context, both its linguistic context (what is uttered before and after a given piece of 
discourse) and its social, or situational, context (who is speaking, what their social roles are, 
why they have come together to speak)" (Berns, 1984, p. 5).  

WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF COMMUNICATIVE EXERCISES? 

In a communicative classroom for beginners, the teacher might begin by passing out cards, 
each with a different name printed on it. The teacher then proceeds to model an exchange of 
introductions in the target language: "Guten Tag. Wieheissen Sie?" Reply: "Icheisse Wolfie," 
for example. Using a combination of the target language and gestures, the teacher conveys the 
task at hand, and gets the students to introduce themselves and ask their classmates for 
information. They are responding in German to a question in German. They do not know the 
answers beforehand, as they are each holding cards with their new identities written on them; 
hence, there is an authentic exchange of information.  

Later during the class, as a reinforcement listening exercise, the students might hear a recorded 
exchange between two German freshmen meeting each other for the first time at the 
gymnasium doors. Then the teacher might explain, in English, the differences among German 
greetings in various social situations. Finally, the teacher will explain some of the grammar 
points and structures used.  

The following exercise is taken from a 1987 workshop on communicative foreign language 
teaching, given for Delaware language teachers by Karen Willetts and Lynn Thompson of the 
Center for Applied Linguistics. The exercise, called "Eavesdropping," is aimed at advanced 
students.  
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"Instructions to students" Listen to a conversation somewhere in a public place and be prepared 
to answer, in the target language, some general questions about what was said.  

1. Who was talking?  

2. About how old were they?  

3. Where were they when you eavesdropped?  

4. What were they talking about?  

5. What did they say?  

6. Did they become aware that you were listening to them?  

The exercise puts students in a real-world listening situation where they must report 
information overheard. Most likely they have an opinion of the topic, and a class discussion 
could follow, in the target language, about their experiences and viewpoints.  

Communicative exercises such as this motivate the students by treating topics of their choice, 
at an appropriately challenging level.  

Another exercise taken from the same source is for beginning students of Spanish. In 
"Listening for the Gist," students are placed in an everyday situation where they must listen to 
an authentic text.  

"Objective." Students listen to a passage to get general understanding of the topic or message.  

"Directions." Have students listen to the following announcement to decide what the speaker is 
promoting.  

"Passage" "Situacion ideal...Servicio de transporte al Aeropuerto Internacional...Cuarenta y dos 
habitaciones de lujo, con aire acondicionado...Elegante restaurante...de fama internacional."  

(The announcement can be read by the teacher or played on tape.) Then ask students to circle 
the letter of the most appropriate answer on their copy, which consists of the following 
multiple-choice options:  

 a taxi service  
 b. a hotel  
 c. an airport  
 d. a restaurant  
 (Source: Adapted from Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool, 1980, Item No. 13019)  

Gunter Gerngross, an English teacher in Austria, gives an example of how he makes his 
lessons more communicative. He cites a widely used textbook that shows English children 
having a pet show. "Even when learners act out this scene creatively and enthusiastically, they 
do not reach the depth of involvement that is almost tangible when they act out a short text that 
presents a family conflict revolving round the question of whether the children should be 
allowed to have a pet or not" (Gerngross & Puchta, 1984, p. 92). He continues to say that the 
communicative approach "puts great emphasis on listening, which implies an active will to try 
to understand others. [This is] one of the hardest tasks to achieve because the children are used 
to listening to the teacher but not to their peers. There are no quick, set recipes.  

That the teacher be a patient listener is the basic requirement" (p. 98).  

The observation by Gerngross on the role of the teacher as one of listener rather than speaker 
brings up several points to be discussed in the next portion of this digest.  
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HOW DO THE ROLES OF THE TEACHER AND STUDENT CHANGE IN 
COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING? 

Teachers in communicative classrooms will find themselves talking less and listening more--
becoming active facilitators of their students' learning (Larsen-Freeman, 1986). The teacher 
sets up the exercise, but because the students' performance is the goal, the teacher must step 
back and observe, sometimes acting as referee or monitor. A classroom during a 
communicative activity is far from quiet, however. The students do most of the speaking, and 
frequently the scene of a classroom during a communicative exercise is active, with students 
leaving their seats to complete a task.  

Because of the increased responsibility to participate, students may find they gain confidence 
in using the target language in general. Students are more responsible managers of their own 
learning (Larsen-Freeman, 1986). 

The basic principles and procedures of the most recognized methods for teaching a 
second or foreign language.  

Grammar-Translation Approach 
Direct Approach 
Reading Approach 
Audiolingual Method 
Community Language Learning 
The Silent Way 
Communicative Approach--Functional-Notional  
Total Physical Response 
 

The Grammar-Translation Approach  

This approach was historically used in teaching Greek and Latin. The approach was 
generalized to teaching modern languages.  

Classes are taught in the students' mother tongue, with little active use of the target language. 
Vocabulary is taught in the form of isolated word lists. Elaborate explanations of grammar are 
always provided. Grammar instruction provides the rules for putting words together; 
instruction often focuses on the form and inflection of words. Reading of difficult texts is 
begun early in the course of study. Little attention is paid to the content of texts, which are 
treated as exercises in grammatical analysis. Often the only drills are exercises in translating 
disconnected sentences from the target language into the mother tongue, and vice versa. Little 
or no attention is given to pronunciation.  

The Direct Approach  

This approach was developed initially as a reaction to the grammar-translation approach in 
an attempt to integrate more use of the target language in instruction.  

Lessons begin with a dialogue using a modern conversational style in the target language. 
Material is first presented orally with actions or pictures. The mother tongue is NEVER, 
NEVER used. There is no translation. The preferred type of exercise is a series of questions in 
the target language based on the dialogue or an anecdotal narrative. Questions are answered in 
the target language. Grammar is taught inductively--rules are generalized from the practice and 
experience with the target language. Verbs are used first and systematically conjugated only 
much later after some oral mastery of the target language. Advanced students read literature for 
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comprehension and pleasure. Literary texts are not analyzed grammatically. The culture 
associated with the target language is also taught inductively. Culture is considered an 
important aspect of learning the language.  

The Reading Approach  

This approach is selected for practical and academic reasons. For specific uses of the 
language in graduate or scientific studies. The approach is for people who do not travel 
abroad for whom reading is the one usable skill in a foreign language.  

The priority in studying the target language is first, reading ability and second, current and/or 
historical knowledge of the country where the target language is spoken. Only the grammar 
necessary for reading comprehension and fluency is taught. Minimal attention is paid to 
pronunciation or gaining conversational skills in the target language. From the beginning, a 
great amount of reading is done in L2, both in and out of class. The vocabulary of the early 
reading passages and texts is strictly controlled for difficulty. Vocabulary is expanded as 
quickly as possible, since the acquisition of vocabulary is considered more important that 
grammatical skill. Translation reappears in this approach as a respectable classroom procedure 
related to comprehension of the written text.  

 

 

The Audiolingual Method  

This method is based on the principles of behavior psychology. It adapted many of the 
principles and procedures of the Direct Method, in part as a reaction to the lack of speaking 
skills of the Reading Approach.  

New material is presented in the form of a dialogue. Based on the principle that language 
learning is habit formation, the method fosters dependence on mimicry, memorization of set 
phrases and over-learning. Structures are sequenced and taught one at a time. Structural 
patterns are taught using repetitive drills. Little or no grammatical explanations are provided; 
grammar is taught inductively. Skills are sequenced: Listening, speaking, reading and writing 
are developed in order. Vocabulary is strictly limited and learned in context. Teaching points 
are determined by contrastive analysis between L1 and L2. There is abundant use of language 
laboratories, tapes and visual aids. There is an extended pre-reading period at the beginning of 
the course. Great importance is given to precise native-like pronunciation. Use of the mother 
tongue by the teacher is permitted, but discouraged among and by the students. Successful 
responses are reinforced; great care is taken to prevent learner errors. There is a tendency to 
focus on manipulation of the target language and to disregard content and meaning.  

Hints for Using Audio-lingual Drills in L2 Teaching 

1. The teacher must be careful to insure that all of the utterances which students will make are 
actually within the practiced pattern. For example, the use of the AUX verb have should not 
suddenly switch to have as a main verb. 

2. Drills should be conducted as rapidly as possibly so as to insure automaticity and to 
establish a system. 

3. Ignore all but gross errors of pronunciation when drilling for grammar practice. 
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4. Use of shortcuts to keep the pace o drills at a maximum. Use hand motions, signal cards, 
notes, etc. to cue response. You are a choir director. 

5. Use normal English stress, intonation, and juncture patterns conscientiously. 

6. Drill material should always be meaningful. If the content words are not known, teach their 
meanings. 

7. Intersperse short periods of drill (about 10 minutes) with very brief alternative activities to 
avoid fatigue and boredom. 

8. Introduce the drill in this way: 

a. Focus (by writing on the board, for example) 

b. Exemplify (by speaking model sentences) 

c. Explain (if a simple grammatical explanation is needed) 

d. Drill 

9. Don’t stand in one place; move about the room standing next to as many different students 
as possible to spot check their production. Thus you will know who to give more practice to 
during individual drilling. 

10. Use the "backward buildup" technique for long and/or difficult patterns. 

--tomorrow 

--in the cafeteria tomorrow 

--will be eating in the cafeteria tomorrow 

--Those boys will be eating in the cafeteria tomorrow. 

11. Arrange to present drills in the order of increasing complexity of student response. The 
question is: How much internal organization or decision making must the student do in order to 
make a response in this drill. Thus: imitation first, single-slot substitution next, then free 
response last. 

 Community Language Learning  

This methodology is not based on the usual methods by which languages are taught. Rather the 
approach is patterned upon counseling techniques and adapted to the peculiar anxiety and 
threat as well as the personal and language problems a person encounters in the learning of 
foreign languages. Consequently, the learner is not thought of as a student but as a client. The 
native instructors of the language are not considered teachers but, rather are trained in 
counseling skills adapted to their roles as language counselors.  

The language-counseling relationship begins with the client's linguistic confusion and conflict. 
The aim of the language counselor's skill is first to communicate an empathy for the client's 
threatened inadequate state and to aid him linguistically. Then slowly the teacher-counselor 
strives to enable him to arrive at his own increasingly independent language adequacy. This 
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process is furthered by the language counselor's ability to establish a warm, understanding, and 
accepting relationship, thus becoming an "other-language self" for the client. The process 
involves five stages of adaptation:  

STAGE 1  

The client is completely dependent on the language counselor.  

1. First, he expresses only to the counselor and in English what he wishes to say to the group. 
Each group member overhears this English exchange but no other members of the group are 
involved in the interaction.  

2. The counselor then reflects these ideas back to the client in the foreign language in a warm, 
accepting tone, in simple language in phrases of five or six words.  

3. The client turns to the group and presents his ideas in the foreign language. He has the 
counselor's aid if he mispronounces or hesitates on a word or phrase. This is the client's 
maximum security stage.  

STAGE 2  

1. Same as above.  

2. The client turns and begins to speak the foreign language directly to the group.  

3. The counselor aids only as the client hesitates or turns for help. These small independent 
steps are signs of positive confidence and hope.  

STAGE 3  

1. The client speaks directly to the group in the foreign language. This presumes that the group 
has now acquired the ability to understand his simple phrases.  

2. Same as 3 above. This presumes the client's greater confidence, independence, and 
proportionate insight into the relationship of phrases, grammar, and ideas. Translation is given 
only when a group member desires it.  

STAGE 4  

1. The client is now speaking freely and complexly in the foreign language. Presumes group's 
understanding.  

2. The counselor directly intervenes in grammatical error, mispronunciation, or where aid in 
complex expression is needed. The client is sufficiently secure to take correction.  

STAGE 5  

1. Same as stage 4.  

2. The counselor intervenes not only to offer correction but to add idioms and more elegant 
constructions.  

3. At this stage the client can become counselor to the group in stages 1, 2, and 3.  
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 The Silent Way  

Procedures  

This method begins by using a set of colored rods and verbal commands in order to achieve the 
following:  
To avoid the use of the vernacular. To create simple linguistic situations that remain under the 
complete control of the teacher To pass on to the learners the responsibility for the utterances 
of the descriptions of the objects shown or the actions performed. To let the teacher 
concentrate on what the students say and how they are saying it, drawing their attention to the 
differences in pronunciation and the flow of words. To generate a serious game-like situation 
in which the rules are implicitly agreed upon by giving meaning to the gestures of the teacher 
and his mime. To permit almost from the start a switch from the lone voice of the teacher using 
the foreign language to a number of voices using it. This introduces components of pitch, 
timbre and intensity that will constantly reduce the impact of one voice and hence reduce 
imitation and encourage personal production of one's own brand of the sounds.  

To provide the support of perception and action to the intellectual guess of what the noises 
mean, thus bring in the arsenal of the usual criteria of experience already developed and 
automatic in one's use of the mother tongue. To provide a duration of spontaneous speech upon 
which the teacher and the students can work to obtain a similarity of melody to the one heard, 
thus providing melodic integrative schemata from the start.  

Materials  

The complete set of materials utilized as the language learning progresses include:  

A set of colored wooden rods A set of wall charts containing words of a "functional" 
vocabulary and some additional ones; a pointer for use with the charts in Visual Dictation A 
color coded phonic chart(s) Tapes or discs, as required; films Drawings and pictures, and a set 
of accompanying worksheets Transparencies, three texts, a Book of Stories, worksheets  

Functional-notional Approach 

This method of language teaching is categorized along with others under the rubric of a 
communicative approach. The method stresses a means of organizing a language syllabus. The 
emphasis is on breaking down the global concept of language into units of analysis in terms of 
communicative situations in which they are used. 

Notions are meaning elements that may be expressed through nouns, pronouns, verbs, 
prepositions, conjunctions, adjectives or adverbs. The use of particular notions depends on 
three major factors: a. the functions b. the elements in the situation, and c. the topic being 
discussed. 

A situation may affect variations of language such as the use of dialects, the formality or 
informality of the language and the mode of expression. Situation includes the following 
elements: 

A. The persons taking part in the speech act 

B. The place where the conversation occurs 

C. The time the speech act is taking place 
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D. The topic or activity that is being discussed 

Exponents are the language utterances or statements that stem from the function, the situation 
and the topic.  

Code is the shared language of a community of speakers.  

Code-switching is a change or switch in code during the speech act, which many theorists 
believe is purposeful behavior to convey bonding, language prestige or other elements of 
interpersonal relations between the speakers.  

Functional Categories of Language 

Mary Finocchiaro (1983, p. 65-66) has placed the functional categories under five headings as 
noted below: personal, interpersonal, directive, referential, and imaginative. 

Personal = Clarifying or arranging one’s ideas; expressing one’s thoughts or feelings: love, 
joy, pleasure, happiness, surprise, likes, satisfaction, dislikes, disappointment, distress, pain, 
anger, anguish, fear, anxiety, sorrow, frustration, annoyance at missed opportunities, moral, 
intellectual and social concerns; and the everyday feelings of hunger, thirst, fatigue, sleepiness, 
cold, or warmth 

Interpersonal = Enabling us to establish and maintain desirable social and working 
relationships: Enabling us to establish and maintain desirable social and working relationships:  

 greetings and leave takings  
 introducing people to others  
 identifying oneself to others  
 expressing joy at another’s success  
 expressing concern for other people’s welfare  
 extending and accepting invitations  
 refusing invitations politely or making alternative arrangements  
 making appointments for meetings  
 breaking appointments politely and arranging another mutually convenient time  
 apologizing  
 excusing oneself and accepting excuses for not meeting commitments  
 indicating agreement or disagreement  
 interrupting another speaker politely  
 changing an embarrassing subject  
 receiving visitors and paying visits to others  
 offering food or drinks and accepting or declining politely  
 sharing wishes, hopes, desires, problems  
 making promises and committing oneself to some action  
 complimenting someone  
 making excuses  
 expressing and acknowledging gratitude  

Directive = Attempting to influence the actions of others; accepting or refusing direction:  

 making suggestions in which the speaker is included  
 making requests; making suggestions  
 refusing to accept a suggestion or a request but offering an alternative  
 persuading someone to change his point of view  
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 requesting and granting permission  
 asking for help and responding to a plea for help  
 forbidding someone to do something; issuing a command  
 giving and responding to instructions  
 warning someone  
 discouraging someone from pursuing a course of action  
 establishing guidelines and deadlines for the completion of actions  
 asking for directions or instructions  

Referential = talking or reporting about things, actions, events, or people in the environment 
in the past or in the future; talking about language (what is termed the metalinguistic function: 
= talking or reporting about things, actions, events, or people in the environment in the past or 
in the future; talking about language (what is termed the metalinguistic function:  

 identifying items or people in the classroom, the school the home, the community  
 asking for a description of someone or something  
 defining something or a language item or asking for a definition  
 paraphrasing, summarizing, or translating (L1 to L2 or vice versa)  
 explaining or asking for explanations of how something works  
 comparing or contrasting things  
 discussing possibilities, probabilities, or capabilities of doing something  
 requesting or reporting facts about events or actions  
 evaluating the results of an action or event  

Imaginative = Discussions involving elements of creativity and artistic expression  

 discussing a poem, a story, a piece of music, a play, a painting, a film, a TV program, 
etc.  

 expanding ideas suggested by other or by a piece of literature or reading material  
 creating rhymes, poetry, stories or plays  
 recombining familiar dialogs or passages creatively  
 suggesting original beginnings or endings to dialogs or stories  
 solving problems or mysteries  

 Total Physical Response  

James J. Asher defines the Total Physical Response (TPR) method as one that combines 
information and skills through the use of the kinesthetic sensory system. This combination of 
skills allows the student to assimilate information and skills at a rapid rate. As a result, this 
success leads to a high degree of motivation. The basic tenets are:  

Understanding the spoken language before developing the skills of speaking. Imperatives are 
the main structures to transfer or communicate information. The student is not forced to speak, 
but is allowed an individual readiness period and allowed to spontaneously begin to speak 
when the student feels comfortable and confident in understanding and producing the 
utterances.  

TECHNIQUE  

Step I The teacher says the commands as he himself performs the action.  

Step 2 The teacher says the command as both the teacher and the students then perform the 
action.  
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Step 3 The teacher says the command but only students perform the action  

Step 4 The teacher tells one student at a time to do commands  

Step 5 The roles of teacher and student are reversed. Students give commands to teacher and to 
other students.  

Step 6 The teacher and student allow for command expansion or produces new sentences 
 
Techniques of Teaching Listening and Speaking: 
 

Listening Speaking 

Identify Sounds Produce meaningful sounds 

Segment sounds into meaningful groups Produce sounds in meaningful chunks 

Understand the syntactic patterns Produce language in syntactically acceptable 
pattern forms 

Interpret stress rhythm and intonation Produce language using proper stress, rhythm 
and intonation 

Identify information / gist Convery information 

Identify emotional / attitudinal tone Formulate appropriate response 

 
 
 
Techniques of Teaching Reading and Writing: 
 

Reading Writing 

Learning to recognize letters/words/sentences Learning to form letters 

Understanding conventions used in graphic 
representations of language Learning punctuation skills 

Learning the meaning of written words Learning to write words 

Learning to ‘chunk’ sentences into sense 
groups interpreting them Learning to write phrases/sentences 

Understanding and interpreting discourse Producing written discourse 
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Common Foreign Expressions Used in English 

 

1. ab initio (Latin) from the beginning 

2. ab hoc (Latin) for a special purpose 

3. ad infinitum (Latin) limitless; for ever 

4. ad interim (Latin) in the meantime 

5. ad valorem (Latin) according to the value 

6. aide-memorie (French) an aid to memory 

7. a la carte (French) according to the courses ordered 

8. alma mater (Latin) used for the university or school attended 

9. alter ego (Latin) one’s second self 

10. au revoir (French) good-bye until we meet again 

11. autobahn (Greek) a double ;road for motor traffic 

12. bete noire (French) person or thing disliked 

13. bona fide (Latin) sincerity, in good faith 

14. corps de ballet (French) the company of ballet dancers at a theatre 

15. coup d’etat (French) unconstitutional change of government 

16. de facto (Latin) in actual fact 

17. de jure (Latin) according to law 

18. de novo (Latin) anew 

19. détente (French) relaxation of strained relations 

20. en bloc (French) as one unit, wholesale 

21. en masse (French) in a body 

22. en route (French) on the way 

23. exeunt (Latin) go out, leave the stage 

24. ex gratia (Latin) with some moral obligation  

25. ex officio (Latin) by virtue of one’s office 

26. fait accompli (French) a false step, an indiscreet remark 

27. habeas corpus (Latin) order to bring a person into court 

28. ibidem (Latin) the same author and the same book 

29. ipso facto (Latin) by that very fact 

30. mala fide (Latin) in bad faith 

31. modus operandi (Latin) mode of operation 

32. par excellence (French) of the highest degree 

33. per capita (Latin) counting by heads 
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34. persona non grata (Latin) one who is not acceptable, especially a diplomat 

35. prima facie (Latin) on the first view 

36. proforma (Latin) as a matter of form 

37. quid pro quo (Latin) something given or taken 

  in place of another 

38. raison d’etre (French) reason for existence 

39. sine die (Latin) without a day appointed 

40. status quo non (Latin) an essential condition 

41. status quo (Latin) the current social situation 

42. status quo ante (Latin) the social situation prevailing before a recent change 

43. sub judice (Latin) under judicial consideration 

44. subpoena (Latin) written order for a person to appear in a law court 

45. sui generic (Latin) the only one of its kind 

46. tour de force (French) an act of skill or strength 

47. ultra vires (Latin) beyond the power of law 

48. volte-face (French) complete change 

Knowing the Roots 

At least half of the words in the English language are derived from Greek and Latin roots. 
Knowing these roots helps us to grasp the meaning of words before we look them up in the 
dictionary. It also helps us to see how words are often arranged in families with similar 
characteristics. 

For instance, we know that sophomores are students in their second year of college or high 
school. What does it mean, though, to be sophomoric? The "sopho" part of the word comes 
from the same Greek root that gives us philosophy, which we know means "love of 
knowledge." The "ic" ending is sometimes added to adjectival words in English, but the 
"more" part of the word comes from the same Greek root that gives us moron. Thus 
sophomores are people who think they know a lot but really don't know much about anything, 
and a sophomoric act is typical of a "wise fool," a "smart-ass"! 

Let's explore further. Going back to philosophy, we know the "sophy" part is related to 
knowledge and the "phil" part is related to love (because we know that Philadelphia is the City 
of Brotherly Love and that a philodendron loves shady spots). What, then, is philanthropy? 
"Phil" is still love, and "anthropy" comes from the same Greek root that gives us anthropology, 
which is the study ("logy," we know, means study of any kind) of anthropos, humankind. So a 
philanthropist must be someone who loves humans and does something about it—like giving 
money to find a cure for cancer or to build a Writing Center for the local community college. 
(And an anthropoid, while we're at it, is an animal who walks like a human being.) Learning 
the roots of our language can even be fun! 
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Some common Greek (G) and Latin (L) roots: 

 

 
Authority for this chart: The Little, Brown Handbook by H. Ramsay Fowler and Jane E. Aaron, & Kay 
Limburg. 6th ed. HarperCollins: New York. 1995. By permission of Addison-Wesley Educational Publishers 
Inc. 

 
Voice your concern 

 

THE VOICE is a trademark, as unique as a thumbprint. More than just a communication channel, 
it is a means of casting a favorable impression on others. For singers and politicians, it is their 
bread and butter. For those in danger, it can be a lifeline. Today, one is so busy grooming our 
physical personality that we forget to develop the self’s acoustic ambassador to the outside 
world, our voice. 

Root (source) Meaning English words 

aster, astr (G) star astronomy, astrology 

audi (L) to hear audible, auditorium 

bene (L) good, well benefit, benevolent 

bio (G) life biology, autobiography 

dic, dict (L) to speak dictionary, dictator 

fer (L) to carry transfer, referral 

fix (L) to fasten fix, suffix, affix 

geo (G) earth geography, geology 

graph (G) to write graphic, photography 

jur, just (L) law jury, justice 

log, logue (G) word, thought, 
speech 

monolog(ue), astrology, biology, 
neologism 

luc (L) light lucid, translucent 

manu (L) hand manual, manuscript 

meter, metr (G) measure metric, thermometer 

op, oper (L) work operation, operator 

path (G) feeling pathetic, sympathy, empathy 

ped (G) child pediatrics, pedophile 

phil (G) love philosophy, Anglophile 

phys (G) body, nature physical, physics 

scrib, script (L) to write scribble, manuscript 

tele (G) far off telephone,television 

ter, terr (L) earth territory, extraterrestrial 

vac (L) empty vacant, vacuum, evacuate 

verb (L) word verbal, verbose 

vid, vis (L) to see video, vision, television 
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 What is a voice personality – sometimes defined as the expression of one’s self. We mostly 
express over selves by what we say and the way we say it. No other personality factor counts 
so much for or against us as our voice. Your voice personality is the features found in your 
voice and the result it has on others. Simone Singh, popular actor and anchor-person says, 
“When you speak to others, your voice is conveying a message about your personality to them. 
Poor voice personality communicates a negative message, effectively.” 
 Developing a god voice personality – what is your own reaction to an unpleasant voice and 
sloppy diction. When you speak, do others listen to what you say or how you say it. Most of 
the time when we listen to a person over the phone or radio, we tend to develop a mental 
picture of him or her. 
 Renowned speech expert and theatre actor Sabira Merchant, who trains contestants for 
leading beauty pageants and is on the panel of Strepsils Throat Care Advisory, says,  ‘We 
cannot escape the fact that we are judged by both our written and our spoken language. As 
most of us speak a great deal more frequently than we write, we first need to master every 
phase of voice if we are to win friends, enjoy life more fully, and succeed in earning a great 
living.” 
 Voice can be trained through various tactics and methods under the supervision of 
experts. Here are a few basic factors that one can work upon to improve voice techniques. 
For details, it is always advisable to consult a doctor. 
Articulation 
 The best way of improving your articulation is to practice and pay attention to the words 
you say, especially syllables or words ending with letters like F,E,L. An ancient Greek orator 
even practiced speaking with stones in his mouth to improve his articulation. However, if you 
are really keen on trying a similar exercise, try speaking with large grapes in your mouth, so 
you don’t run the risk of swallowing a stone. 
Intonation 
 It has to do with how you develop the sound of your voice. When you’re in a cheerful 
mood, you develop a moderately loud voice with a high pitch. A voice can sound weak, nasal, 
flat or strained. One way to improve the intonation of your voice is to ensure that you speak 
through your mouth and not through your nose. 
Inflection 
 It has to do with the amount and kind of changes made in the voice to create interest and 
meaning. There are five key tools of inflection: varied pace, varied pitch, pause, emphasis and 
‘smile’. When feeling sad, we often speak softly in a low pitch and our inflection is downward. 
Poor voice personality contains too few, too many or misplacement of these tools. One can try 
recording a newspaper article and attempting to speak sentences with a better inflection. 
 A good voice comes from a healthy throat. Only then you’ll be able to develop articulation, 
intonation and inflection. Taking care of your voice, like protecting it from infection and 
irritants, is important. A sore throat can result from a number of factors, such as dry air, 
smoking (including passive smoking), allergies, air pollution, or a viral or bacterial infection. 
 Symptoms might include dry and itchy throat, sharp or burning pain when trying to 
swallow saliva, a feeling of swelling and constriction and in severe infections, white or yellow 
patches on the tonsils and throat. A hoarse, husky or strangled whispering voice indicates that 
the infection has spread to the voice box-the-larynx. Cough, difficulty swallowing, body ache, 
and malaise also point to an infective process. 

 Taking good care like proper rest, honey water gargles, drinking plenty of warm liquids 
to internally hydrate the delicate vocal cords are helpful. Yogic breathing exercises help a 
lot. 

--- 
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Symantically Negative and Structurally Negative Sentences 
 

A sentence that conveys a negative meaning irrespective of its form is a semantically 
negative sentence which means that a positive structure can convey a negative meaning. 
A structurally negative sentence is one which has a negative form, and generally, it has a 
negative meaning too. But it is possible to encode a positive meaning in a structurally 
negative sentence. Perhaps, it all sounds a bit confusing but it is fairly simple if you look at 
the following examples:- 
 

1) SHE IS UNHAPPY. This sentence is positive at the level of sentence structure 
but is semantically negative since it has a negative meaning (because of the un 
prefix in unhappy) 

2) SHE IS NOT HAPPY. This sentence is both structurally and semantically 
negative. 

3) IT’S NOT THAT SHE IS UNHAPPY. This sentence has a negative form but 
conveys a positive meaning. 

 
Thus we see that sentence 1) is negative because of the word ‘unhappy’ and not because of 
the snetence structure whereas, sentence 2) carries a negative meaning because of its form 
or structure. In sentence 3) on the other hand, the two negatives cancel each other out and 
so, despite the negative structure, the meaning it conveys is positve. 
 
Being semantically negative but structurally positve can be quite an art. Have you ever 
had occasions when your child asked you for something you could not afford? At such 
times you do not wish to disappoint the child by an outright NO so you have to think of 
way of saying no without sounding negative. You may have used sentences like: ‘If you 
promise to be good, I’ll consider it’ or ‘Of course darling, as soon as I have some money 
you can have it’ (instead of saying “Sorry, I can’t afford it.”). 
 
So contrary to what you supposed, negative sentences are not a very straightroward matter. 
Let us now see the various types of negation. 
 
Types of Negative Sentences: 
We have just seen that we can be very explicit or very clever about our negations. We can 
broadly catergorise four types of negative sentences. 
 

1. Explicit Negation 
2. Affixal Negation 
3. Implicit Negation 
4. Non-Verbal Negation 

 
1) Explicit Negation: 
This is the most common and an obvious type of negation where we indicate our NO by 
putting a NOT after the operative or the auxiliary verb e.g. 

 She is NOT happy. 
Remember you can use contraction and write the above sentence as: 

 She’s not happy. 
You may also write these sentences as: 

 She isn’t happy. 
But you can not contract both as: 

 She’s’nt happy. 
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In the case of sentences in the simple present and simple past tenses, we make use of 
DO to form the negatives like: 

 Sanjay Thakur does not eat a mango. 
 Amandeep did not eat a mango. 

We also use DO in the case of imperative sentences like: 
 Do not go there. 

 
Note that neither/nor/either are often used to combine two negative sentences. The 
following two sentences. 

 Bhupinder isn’t happy. 
 Jagdev isn’t happy. 

Can be combined thus: 
 Bhupinder isn’t happy and neither is Jagdev. 
 Bhupinder isn’t happy and nor is Jagdev. 
 Bhupinder isn’t happy and Jagdev isn’t either. 

Interestingly, look what happens when we decide to use neither/nor together: 
 Neither Bhupinder nor Jagdev is happy. 

This is a very apt example of a semantically negative but structurally postive sentence i.e. it 
conveys a negative meaning without the use of not. 
 
2) Affixal Negation: 
In this type of negation, the form is generally positve but the negative meaning is carried 
by the prefixes like ‘im-, in-, un-, non-, dis-‘ etc. Look at the following sentences: 

 He is very insensitive to her needs. 
 Jaskaran and Gurpreet are non-cooperative. 
 This officer is dishonest. 

 
3) Implicit Negation: 
This type of negation too has a connection with the use of individual words since negation 
is encoded in the words themselves even though, the structure of the sentence may be 
positive e.g. 

 Archana rejected the offer. 
 They opposed the motion. 

We may also call this lexical negation. 
 
4) Non-verbal Negation: 
As the term suggests, this type of negation has to do with words other than verbs. The 
negative element in this case is carried in words like nothing, no one, none, nobody, never, 
nowhere, few, seldom, etc. Here are some examples:- 

 No one knew the meaning of this word. 
 I can find her nowhere. 

 
But be careful with the use of ‘little’ and ‘a little’; ‘few’ and ‘a few’ as the following sets 
of sentences will demonstrate:- 

I. He has few friends. (hardly any friends) 
II. He has a few friends. (has some friends) 

III. Nishi knows little about this matter. (knows hardly anything) 
IV. Sarita knows a little about this matter. (knows something) 

Notice that sentence I & III are negative in meaning but II & IV carry a positive meaning. 
Sentence I seems to say that ‘He hardly has any friends’ and III suggests that ‘She knows 
hardly anything about the matter’. But II says that ‘He does have some friends’ and IV 
means that ‘ She does know something about the matter.’
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